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HISTORY & PERFORMANCE OF POLYPHONY

Polyphony is a Greek word meaning 'many voices or parts,' applied to music in
which each voice is an independent one. The parts are equally important and are
composed by writing each part against the others. It may also be called counterpoint
Polyphony has appeared, disappeared, and reappeared many times in the history of
music. The time when the sound of combined lines was first heard will never be known,
for music was not notated, or recorded in writings of early times. We can only guess that
because of its combinations of sounds, polyphony was not the first music attempted. The
most likely theory about the beginning of polyphony is that it was the product of
uncivilized natives making music together, not trying to sing different pitches, but
achieving different melody types in the final result. This we call Heterophony. Probably
the firmest foundations we can safely start on would be the first written polyphony,
Organum. The example below shows a melody, a Gregorian chant, at the different phases
of Organum. These examples range in chronological date from 850 to 1175 A. D.
Ex. 1 (a) - Gregorian Chant

This Organum sounds very much like two
(b) - Parallel Organum sounds having the same melody but in different keys.

(c) - Free Organum - The beginning of contrapuntal thinking as we know
it today. Although it still is in the same time value, it is in contrary motion, a definite
good contrapuntal movement.

From this heritage, composers thought of music from the linear view, i.e., music
from left to right. Thinking up and down, or thinking harmonically, was a later
development of composers' thinking.
1175-1200
In the writings of Leonius, of the Paris School (c. 1150-1200), we find the next
step, the freedom of the rhythm. This rhythmic step became one of the important factors
in the advancement of true contrapuntal thinking. Now we have contrary motion and
rhythmic independence of each voice, and polyphony begins to take a more familiar
appearance. Leonius's style begins true melodic writing, with the upper voice gaining
increased importance. His melodic contour usually was very broad, contained glissandolike passages, using no broken chord melodic patterns, and rarely skipping larger than a
third.
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Ex. 2

Clausala

Leonius

1200-1220 Leonius's pupil, Perotinus (c. 1160-1220), took the next step. He was responsible
for adding to the present two voices of counterpoint three or four. The tenor was stated in
reiterated rhythmic patterns. The upper voices were written in the rhythmic modes, with
their individual range or contour very similar and many times criss-crossing freely.
Ex. 3 - Three part Organum

Hec Dies

Perotinus

1200-1300
The first freely composed polyphonic composition was the Conductus (to lead).
The tenor was freely composed with the upper parts usually in identical rhythm, resulting
in a note against note style.
Ex. 4

Conductus

Decastitatis

In the Ars Antiqua (1200-1300) we find the main polyphonic form is the Motet.
The Motet contained three or four voices which were usually rhythmically and
melodically diversified. The perfect octave, the perfect fifth, and the perfect prime are
used as consonants, being found the accented beats with harmonic clashes between these
points. Parallel fifths and octaves are found. The tenor was no longer a Gregorian Chant
used as a Cantus Firmus but a freely composed part. In the motet, the tenor is repeated
several times like a basso ostinato.
Ex. 5

Motet On Parole A Paris Preses nouvele
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With these motets, the break from the liturgical chant is finally made. It may be
noted here that retrograde motions first found in the 13th century, the earliest example
found is a 13th century clausula "Musmido." Also, the earliest example of double
counterpoint occurs during the years 1244-1248. From the above heritage, the composer
now thought of music from the linear view, i.e., music composed from left to right.
Thinking up and down, or thinking harmonically, was a later development of composers'
thinking.
1300
Freedom from the rhythmic poetic modes had to be won. Peter De Cruce took the
next important step by increasing the rhythmic portions of the voices. Characteristic are
alternate passages of quick parlando style and longer note values. The top voices become
more animated and the tenor becomes important as a bass part. Perhaps the roots of
monody lie in the sustained notes of the tenor acting as accompaniment to the flowing
upper parts in almost recitative style.
Ex. 6
Motet
Petrus de Cruce

1300-1377
The 14th century added other contrapuntal devices. Machaut appears on the scene
and his music can be used to illustrate some of these devices. The most striking device is
the isorhythmic motet. Used usually in the tenors, it was a constructive principle; its main
feature is a reiterated pattern of rhythmic values for the liturgical cantus firmus selected
for use. This rhythmic pattern is called in the 14th century. The organization of pitch
pattern is called color.
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Ex. 7 Talea & Color

1300-1400
In this period counterpoint was refined with euphony (a Greek word meaning a
pleasant combination of agreeable sounds) in the combination of the voices with melodic
writing reaching an almost romantic feeling. The use of parallel thirds and triadic forms
added richness and subtlety with added rhythmic flexibility.
Ex. 8 Motet S'il Estoit Nulz

1310

Machaut
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The first example of a true Canon is the famous "Sumer is Icumen In," supposedly
written in 1310. Two earlier structural devices show canonical I; 1) Stimmtausch, a
changing of parts from top to bottom (ex. 9a), and, 2) Hockets, the alternating of notes
between each voice (ex. 9b).
Ex. 9a Stimmtausch
Ex. 9b Hockets

Ex. 10 Sumer is Icumen In

1300-1390
The close of the 14th century is known in music history as the time of the most
extraordinary rhythmic complexities, perhaps not equaled until our own times. This
complex rhythmic structure would help add to the contrapuntal feeling of the musical
texture.
Ex. 11 Ballade

Selesses
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1400-1500
The 15th century's main contribution to polyphony is the establishment of
imitation as an important constructive device of counterpoint. Composers also began
writing music to be played by instruments. This helped contrapuntal thinking as different
timbres now played each voice and thus were easier to recognize because of their
different timbres. In the example given, by the Flemish composer Jacob Obrecht (14301505), a Dutch folk song is used as melodic material. The Flemish School was the first to
use imitation regularly. With the use of imitation the pieces became longer. Among the
new devices used are: passing tones, suspensions, less haphazard parallel intervals
leading to solid cadences, and the use of the triad and its inversion (Fauxbourdon). This
era begins the idiomatic instrumental style of contrapuntal writing...
Ex. 12

Instrumental Canzona

Orbrecht
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1490-1550
From the use of imitation within a limited structure, the Madrigal and Motet used
many points of imitation, almost stretto like, in all the voices. Our example illustrates the
degree of freedom in which this principle was applied. In the 15th century we find the use
of augmentation and diminution as notational devices.
Ex. 13

Motet

Salutation Prima

Ludwig Senfl

1510-1566
The Spanish School of counterpoint had its influence during the early 16th
century. Spanish composers write much counterpoint without the use of imitation. This
"successive counterpoint" was written in four voices, each voice independent of the
others in rhythm, contour, and melodic style.
Ex 14

Missa de Besta Virgine - Et in spiritum Sanctum

Morales
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1510 - 1566
The variation technique was fostered by the Spanish School. The use of a Cantus
Firmus is found passing through all four voices with the remaining three voices having
free counterpoint. Two examples are given: 1) the use of the Cantus Firmus in each part;
and 2) an example of the variation technique showing a number of variations on a subject.
(Examples #`5 and 16.)
Ex. 15

Versos Del Sexto Tono

Cabezon
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11

11

12
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Ex. 16

Variations

Cabezon
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1532-1594
Modal counterpoint is seen along with the polychordal style of the Venetian
School. In the example given, DeLassus combines two choirs.
Ex. 17

Providebam Dominum

DeLassus
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1600-1650
During the period of transition from counterpoint to the new found popularity of
monody, composers combined both techniques and styles. One such attempt can be seen
in the continuo madrigals of composers like Monteverdi, Quagliati, and Luzzaschi.
Ex. 18

O'Dolcezze Amarissime D'Amore

Luzzaschi

1562-1621
The tonal or harmonic organization of counterpoint began to mature. This
maturing did not weaken the contrapuntal feeling but strengthened the structural
technique, the melodic line conforming to the harmonic scheme of the complete
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composition. New forms using this harmonic background were developed and reached
their highest zenith in the works of J. S. Bach. His last work exemplifies this art. The "Art
of Fugue" combines many contrapuntal devices into 12 fugues written on the same
subject, using different contrapuntal devices. Fugue #4 is an example of the contrapuntalharmonic style. For other contrapuntal devices one may examine Bach's "Musical
Offering." During the 16th and 17th centuries imitation is found on notes other than the
octave.
Ex. 19

Art of Fugue #4

J. S. Bach

1750-1825
While the forms of the Baroque (1600-1750) are used sparingly by composers of
the 18th century, the composers did use contrapuntal devices within larger musical forms.
One example (there are many) is the way that Mozart combines themes I, II, IV, and V
simultaneously in the last movement of his 41st Symphony, the "Jupiter Symphony," bars
388-423. Within the complete 4th movement are: a five-voice fugue (bar 36), imitation
and contrary motion (bars 135 & 172), canon (bars 262-360), while many other bars
throughout the 4th movement contain other contrapuntal passages. Ex. 20 is one of the
most famous examples of invertible five-voice counterpoint, extremely rare. It is certainly
one of the most remarkable demonstrations of contrapuntal writing in all music. In the
excerpt, three different arrangements of the voices appear. Only the string part is given
and is doubled by the woodwinds with some background notes for horns, trumpets, and
timpani.
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Ex. 20 Jupiter Symphony, 4th mvt. measures 391-400

Mozart

1825-1915
The composers of the Romantic Period of music had little interest in counterpoint.
Great composers like Brahms and Wagner used counterpoint skillfully in many of their
larger works. A good example would be the "Variations on a Theme of Haydn," by
Brahms.
Ex. 21

Variations on a Theme of Haydn

Brahms
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The contrapuntal-harmonic style was further developed in the works of composers
such as Wagner and Berlioz and the skillful combination of both counterpoint and
harmony can be discovered. In most marches we have this "Freistimmig" technique in the
combining of the melody with a counter-melody in the baritone part.
Ex. 22

Die Meistersinger

Richard Wagner
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1900
Neo-classic composers of the 20th century formed the Renaissance of
contrapuntal writing with their use of contrapuntal devices of the past and the adoption of
counterpoint as the basis of a new technique. Schoenberg and his disciples used a new
system called the 12-tone system. The system makes use of atonality and all contrapuntal
devices suitable for 12-tone writing. The orchestration of this new counterpoint was
furthered by Anton Webern. This contrapuntal orchestration can be seen in Webern's
"Canon" (Ex. 26). There are other variations of the 12-tone system such as using the
"Rochberg Row," and using the 12 tones in different order but still not repeating any tone
until all 12 have been used. Serialized rhythm may be used as well as dynamic
serialization. A new concept of tonal color and sound can be seen with the use of
sonorities. Many of the above techniques can be seen in "Murals for Band" and "Peaceful
Mood."
Ex. 23

Sonorities of Murals for Band

Ex. 24

Murals for Bands

Rosendo Santos
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Ex. 25

Peaceful Mood

Krenek
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Ex. 26

Double Canon, from Symphony - Opus #21 Webern
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II
CONTRAPUNTAL FORMS AND TECHNIQUES
There are certain forms that are exclusively contrapuntal forms. These forms are:
canon, ricercar, fugue and the chorale prelude. Many other forms may have a polyphonic
texture or include sections in counterpoint within their structure. For example, one may
find a dance form much as a minuet written as chordal music, or as a polyphonic
composition. During the Renaissance most music was written in counterpoint, with the
piece either sung or played or both, depending upon the type of performance wanted.
With the evolution of the Baroque Period composers began to write for definite
instrumentation and an instrumental art was born. When the vocal motet was played it
was known as the ricercar. During the Baroque Period music may be found with mixtures
of both homophonic and ployphonic music, Indeed, Bach himself wrote thinking both of
the harmonic and contrapuntal elements of musical composition. This is evident in many
of his chorales. There are some chorales given that will show this. Each line is very
melodious and one can hear that they are not written just from a horizontal but also linear
thought. The Baroque Period saw the contrapuntal forms mature to their utmost heights
with the fugue and the chorale prelude developing into our present forms.
Within these contrapuntal forms, certain polyphonic techniques can be found. The
most common is the use of imitation. Imitation is the use of the same material repeated in
a different voice (if repeated in same voice, it is repetition, not imitation). If it is the same
intervalic contour, it is true imitation. If it is similar but not exact, it is tonal imitation.
Ex. 27

Tonal Imitation

Ricercar

Frescobaldi

The subject of a polyphonic composition may be presented in various ways. It can
be inverted (ex. 28), or written backwards (called retrograde - Ex. 29). The note values
can be lessened, (diminution -Ex. 30), or doubled, (augmentation - Ex. 31). Two voices
may exchange positions (double counterpoint - Ex. 32). The overlapping of the subject is
possible, and is called stretto - Ex. 33.
Ex. 28

Inverted subject
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Ex. 29

Retrograde subject

Ex. 30

diminution of subject

Ex. 31

augmentation of subject

Ex. 32

Double counterpoint - A, B

Ex. 33

Stretto of subject
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Non-Harmonic Tones & Analysis
Counterpoint is written in two ways: 1) without a harmonic background, such as
the counterpoint of the early Renaissance and the Modern Period, and 2) against a
harmonic background, as in the latter Renaissance and the Baroque Period. The 12-tone
system that is in use today by some modern composers is the best example of a style or
technique that does not use a harmonic background. When playing such a composition
without a chordal background much attention can be paid the intervalic dissonance
between each part and the tone row, although the listener will not be able to follow the
tone row the same as he could the theme of a symphony as it is being developed.
In counterpoint written against a chordal background, harmonic cadences can be
discovered and brought out. The basic harmonic progression can be discovered and
brought out. The basic harmonic progression can be stressed, even to the extent of adding
the chordal background. Within this framework the dissonance can be discovered
bringing much variation and brilliance to the work.
The 12-tone technique does have cadences, but they are linear or intervalic
cadences. The consonant intervals occur but are not stressed. They are there because the
tone row may make it necessary. The feeling of consonant and dissonant has changed
throughout the years and the feeling is now changing. What is considered dissonant today
is still undecided among music critics and historians. Schoenberg, in reference to this
point, has stated, "Consonance and dissonance are different, not in kind, but only in
degree. Dissonances are only remote consonances."
When to emphasize dissonance will depend on a number of things: 1) where it is
found in the composition, 2) how it is used, 3) why it is used, 4) in what period of history
the composition was written, 5) the style and thinking of the composer, 6) the frequency
of its use, 7) in what part of the measure it is written, and, 8) other situations that may
warrant its emphasize.
Dissonance and non-harmonic tones are the food of tension and disagreement.
They are as necessary as conflict is to life. They are the life and breath of counterpoint.
The use of non-harmonic tones can be heard in the chorale harmonization of the subject
of Fugue #V from "The Art of Fugue" which has been arranged so no non-harmonic tones
are used.
Ex: Chorale Theme of Fugue #V
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The period of music is important because certain rules were set up in each period.
In the Renaissance, dissonance could only appear on strong rhythmical beats. This is not
always true in the Baroque Period nor in the Modern Period, the other great period of
counterpoint. The dissonance should be held longer in Renaissance music than in
Baroque or Modern music. The style of composition differed and in the Renaissance
more dissonance is found than in the Baroque.
III
Playing Counterpoint
In playing counterpoint a completely different concept must be understood.
Probably for the first time the student is asked to listen to and play music, not for the
harmony of the music, but for the horizontal or linear approach to listening.
The parts usually are melodically and rhythmically independent with contrary
motion very commonly used. As each part may be playing the same melody at different
times, each part will be breathing at different times. If imitation, the answer should be
exact imitation in regard to the same phrasing, note value, expression style, to differ only
in dynamic intensity. The most important thing to remember when playing counterpoint is
adjusting of the dynamic range to balance each part, for a good performance is made clear
by the use of all the dynamic levels. The conductor will assign certain dynamics to each
phrase, to each note within the phrase in regard to its position in the phrase, and its note
value, and these levels should be played and maintained. The power impact is seldom
used and bar lines are not indications of accents. The student should think in terms of an
ever-flowing free melodic line not divided by measures or accents.
The first attempt at polyphony by a young band must be a carefully planned one.
Most young musicians' concepts and exposure to music are not in accordance with the
linear concept of counterpoint. The only exposure they might have had would be in the
form of singing canons or rounds. A good beginning would be the playing of some
canons. Most of the playing techniques of good contrapuntal performance can be taught
by the playing of these canons. The canon can be played first by the complete band and
then entrances assigned. In a canon it is easy to find the contrapuntal line and design. The
canon will give the young player a chance to notice the imitation of the melodic line, to
notice the concepts of mixed note values, and the important dynamic adjustments that
need to be made. By beginning the canon with the last entrance one can show the students
what is meant by "successive" counterpoint.
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After exposure to linear canons, next some Bach chorales might be tried. There is
a fine line of deviation between homophonic and polyphonic music. To Bach, the words
harmony and counterpoint were almost synonymous.
Bach's counterpoint had direction and purpose only in relation to a harmonic
trend. To find the contrapuntal feeling of the Bach chorales one has only to play the
voices individually to hear their individual conception in relation to the complete
structure. Balance can be taught by showing that the top line is not always the prominent
part and by bringing out an inner voice which gives the chorale a contrapuntal feeling.
This chorale technique not only can be used as a bridge between the two types, but also in
much homophonic music, for the majority of music published for band will contain both
types of music within the texture of the composition. By making the players aware of this
concept and feeling, many parts will be understood and begin to be heard for the first
time.
Along these same lines the audience also needs to be educated. Musicologists will
say that there are two ways to listen to polyphonic music: 1) by listening to the number as
a whole without an effort to identify any voice line; and 2) by selecting a voice line and
following it, not making any reference to the cohesive structure of the composition or the
ensemble performing it. Most audiences at school concerts may not understand
counterpoint and need to be briefly taught how to listen to it.
Phrasing
While the phrasing of counterpoint is much like that of homophonic music, there
are some different techniques that should be pointed out. Unlike most homophonic music,
phrasing can be different in each part. Breaths are not usually taken together. Each part
must be carefully planned regarding how to phrase and when to take a breath. The correct
articulation will be the best aid to making the phrase design clear. All the rules of regular
musical breathing also apply to playing counterpoint. If the phrasing is not clearly
apparent, counterpoint will sound just like a number of notes being played one after
another without any significance.
Students have a bad habit of phrasing at the bar line, which of course creates a
very bad horizontal feeling and destroys the desired linear feeling. The phrasing will
dictate the breathing. Each part will breathe at different times, and many times there will
be breathing or phrasing at different places within the same bar. Students must think in
terms of phrasing and not bars. Each phrase and/or breath mark should be marked, and
each phrase marked, e.g., phrase 1, phrase 2, etc. In this way the conductor can refer to
phrase 3 instead of bar six and create a feeling of correct contrapuntal thinking.
If the phrase is imitative this should be pointed out. Imitation is the repetition or
re-statement in close succession of a theme or melody in different voices of a
contrapuntal texture. This imitation usually is given to all voices in the composition and
this journey must be recorded throughout. All imitation should be true imitation. The
phrasing, articulation, and style must be the same. The voices coming in after the first
entrance must listen to this entrance and imitate it.
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Besides true imitation there are a number of techniques that should be recognized.
The subject can be written in a number of ways and must be brought out as the subject. It
may be turned upside down in an inversion of the subject.
Ex. 34

Canzona

Luzzaschi

Most contrapuntal compositions will have been written for the keyboard. The
harpsichord is the basic instrument that counterpoint was written for in the early age, and
the organ and piano in the years following the harpsichord. The technique of each of
these three keyboard instruments differs in regard to touch and sustaining ability. When
playing a composition for organ transcribed for band the tempo must undergo a slight
tempo change so that each note is understood. Having no sustaining pedal, the organ and
the harpsichord on big melodic jumps will leave a gap in sound. This gap need not be in
instrumental music. Also, having but one tone timbre at a time, these keyboard
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instruments will have different dynamic problems that need not exist in instrumental
music.
The feeling of speed will be generated from the quick or small note values, with
the second announcement of the subject seemingly appearing to chase the subject and
never quite able to catch it. The word "fugue" nears a flight. The tempo should not be so
fast that the idea of this chase is lost in the contrapuntal texture. Tempos are not given in
most pre-romantic or pre-classic contrapuntal forms. The tempo for them then must be
studied very carefully, remembering the medium that the form was written for. The
thickness of the texture will also have a bearing on the tempo as previously mentioned.
All notes should be heard. In faster tempos or quicker note values spacing will be needed.
The style here is similar to playing a march. Notes should be spaced so that acoustically
they do not run together. The spacing will depend upon the thickness of the texture, the
value of the notes, the acoustics, and the tempo selected.
The rubato can be used to good effect in counterpoint to create even more life and
excitement. The rubato is very effective in the counter-subject to create a feeling of the
struggle to keep up with the entrance of a new line. For expressive purposes the tempo
can be slightly slowed when a portion wants to be brought out, a good place would be in
the dissonance of Renaissance music.
Ex. 35

Art of Fugue #5

J. S. Bach

Tempo & Spacing
The texture of the counterpoint will usually dictate the tempo. Tempos that are too
fast will tend to destroy the melodic line, so the only criteria is to set a tempo that will
best make the subject understandable. Pieces using contrapuntal texture such as minuets
and any dance forms should be taken at the usual tempos, for many times the type of
music will dictate the tempo.
The tempo overall need not be strict, with accelerandos and ritards being placed in
places such as beginnings of episodes, second expositions, and strettos. All nuances
should be affected within small dimensions, with all changes in tempos generated by the
music itself as usually is felt when a sequential pattern is played.
Renaissance counterpoint will be found written in longer note values but the
tempo of Renaissance counterpoint is much the same as Baroque or Modern counterpoint.
The tempo is determined more by the number of voices, the purpose of the composition
(counterpoint written for church solemn services may be slow) and the thickness of the
texture, than y the period of music it was written in. The place of performance will also
need to be thought of with the echo of the group being taken into consideration.
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Although technical ability need not dictate any tempi, the tempo can be judged by
taking the quickest note values and setting the tempo by them. It is important to find the
underlying pulse of the composition and keep the pulse note value in mind, especially
when playing the longer notes.
Dynamics for Counterpoint
When playing a polyphonic composition with only two voices the balancing of the
parts is not too difficult. Usually the difference in timbres will help along this line. The
only things to remember are not to play too loudly at the start of the piece and to get a
little softer when the second voice enters. How soft depends on what instrument is
entering and the range of the part. So it is best to always listen when this crucial time
comes and watch the conductor, for he will be cueing in the other instruments. This will
also be a cue to adjust the dynamic level to help the entering voice join. So we can see
that the entrance of a new voice should not be accented or played louder. When repeating
a canon it is a good idea to take each repeat with a different instrumental timbre and at a
different dynamic level to let the audience know that it has begun again. As the number of
voices increases from two to more, the problems of balance become more difficult. The
more voices, the lower the beginning dynamic level should be. Each voice should be in
the same dynamic range of the prevailing level and not be out of balance with the tutti
sound. The more voices in a canon the more careful the balancing should be.
All contrapuntal forms will be similar in the beginning as far as the dynamic level
is concerned. All should begin at a softer level so that a climax can be reached near the
end. The fugue will need more consideration, being more complicated than the canon.
The exposition should generally be established at a moderate dynamics level. The
counter-subject is introduced at a lower level, then allowing it to adjust the volume after a
few notes. Similarly, gauge the additional entering parts. There should be a contrast of
dynamics between the exposition and counter-exposition, bringing out the counter-subject
in the latter along with any imitative figures in any voice. The stretto should be regarded
as the climax of the fugue. The relationship between the subject and the counter-subject is
what gives the fugue its momentum. Each section of the fugue has to be understood by
the listener as such, being called to his attention by the dynamic level, tone color, tempo,
or rhythm pattern presented. Accents will tend to take away the linear feeling of
counterpoint and should be used with much care. An increase in volume is not
accompanied by an accent. More weight can be given a note without accenting it.
A fugue and all music using fugal procedures require a very skillful application of
the dynamic scale in each line making up the contrapuntal texture. The Ricercar is the
best form to play before the fugue is attempted. The Ricercar is actually a fugal
exposition. In a Ricercar one or more themes may be presented; in a fugue only one. The
Ricercar, unlike the fugue, contains no episodes nor does it employ the stretto technique.
Both the fugal exposition and the theme of the Ricercar should receive similar treatment.
The episodes of a fugue should be played at a lower dynamic level than the next
appearance of the subject. If the fugue subject modulates from the major to the minor, the
dynamic level gets softer; vice versa, it gets louder as the new key feeling suggests a shift
in the dynamic level. When the subject appears in diminution it needs some extra
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reinforcement from either the dynamic scale or added instruments, or it will be lost
because the distance between each note is lengthened. When augmentation is used, it will
be heard and more attention can be paid to the contrapuntal texture written against it.
When the subject is in inversion or retrogression it must be noted as such and should be
treated as the subject.
The chorale prelude is perhaps the most varied form and therefore it must be
studied very carefully. It first must be discovered which of the several types its
construction follows. Next, one must find the chorale melody, or cantus firmus. This must
always be in the foreground. By keeping it there you can always distinguish the
counterpoint and secure the ultimate end the composer wants that of contrast between the
chorale and the developing counterpoint. When the chorale prelude is in the form of a
canon, then the rules sated under canons will apply.
Contrapuntal forms generate excitement. "The very essence of life is movement"
said Jack London in The Sea Wolf. This saying can be readily applied to counterpoint.
This excitement is created by the tempo, by applied expression, but he conflict of motion
and mixed note value, and by the contrast of loud against soft.
Below is an example of dynamic markings for each note with reference to its
positioning the phrase, position within the texture, rhythmic values, melodic direction,
instrumentation, importance to the composition as a whole, harmonic analysis in regard to
the underlying harmonic progression, and musical sound with regard to consonance and
dissonance and non-harmonic function. (Also, the dynamic level in regard to long notes,
of weighted notes, and entrances, and the form in which it is written.
Ex. 36

Sanctus

Palestrina
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Dynamics numbers according to: Melodic direction, texture, rhythm and note
value, instrumentation, dynamics marks, interval between parts, and importance to
clarity.
Expression
Counterpoint is not cold mechanical music but warm, powerful, soulful music that
should be played with much feeling and understanding. It is full of tension and dramatic
climaxes that no other type of music can hope to duplicate, for counterpoint is movement
and no excitement can be generated without motion. Each voice should be thought of as a
never-ending flow of notes without bar lines to misplace accents or diversify movement.
Playing the example below without bar lines will give a feeling of true phrasing and
interpretation of contrapuntal music. Filling in the bar lines should not be necessary.
Ex. 37

All the articulation must be well defined for it is the added contrast that
counterpoint feeds on. With the many types of articulation possible, counterpoint will
serve as a valuable teaching aid. The natural laws of expression are still in effect though
the repetition of a subject should contain the same basic expression.
To set down certain rules that must be followed to insure that music is played with
feeling would be destroying the very principles of the art of expression, but the art of selfexpression in music can be cultivated be setting down some natural laws as a kind of
beginning. These serve to illustrate what can be felt. Below are listed some laws that can
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be applied and then added to by the player as he learns to understand just what he wants
the music to express.
Within a given melody each note has a definite relationship to all other notes.
Some will be more important to the melody while others seem to be more or less there to
hold the basic melody together. Many things determine just what notes are important. It
could be the complete contour of the melody, the duration of each note, the step of the
scale it is on, whether it is a non-harmonic tone, and many other reasons. When the initial
dynamic mark indicates the passage should be played forte, this does not mean that every
note should be played forte. Likewise, the tempo marking does not mean to play in a strict
time. The climax note of each phrase should be emphasized. Observing these few rules
one can bring a piece of music to life and give it feeling. Other comments will be given
under the section on dynamics.
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Ex.38

Conducting
When conducting counterpoint, one employs a different style. The techniques of
performance, composition, and concepts are different in counterpoint and must be dealt
with accordingly. The tempo will vary, but only slightly; so an exaggeration, either large
or small, is dangerous. The tempo will usually be about andante. Coming down on the
first beat of each measure will tend to make the group aware of the bar line and destroy
the linear feeling. Conducting counterpoint is conducting phrasing. To come down heavy
on each first beat of each measure is disastrous. Many times it is the beginning of a phrase
which may not fall on the first beat of a bar that is more important; or the climax note of a
phrase may fall on other beats than the first.
Cueing is very important in counterpoint and the conductor is responsible for
adjusting the dynamic range at this time. Different instruments from various section of
the band will be coming in together on some entrances.
Cueing the third clarinets, the alto saxophone, and the third cornet together may
not be possible because of seating positions. The cue may be to one of the three, the other
two realizing that the cue is theirs also. It may be written "cue from third cornet here,"
one part; or they can tell from the music itself when to come in.
The conductor is responsible for seeing that any imitation is accurate,
remembering that imitation must be in a different part. If it is not, it is repetition or
sequence. Imitation must be played in the same style, the same phrasing, the same
articulations, and must resemble the imitated part so that it may be recognized as true
imitation, if not otherwise indicated. The pitch of the imitating part, however, does not
have to be exact and most times will not be, the imitating part being a fifth below or
above. This type is called tonal imitation; if the imitating part is exact it is real imitation.
Good contrapuntal performance is determined by: the right relationship of each
note within the phrase, now the phrase is connected with the rest of the counterpoint, and
by the effect that will result in these things coming to pass.
It is apparent from the earlier analysis that counterpoint is a complex art form that
requires careful study beforehand. Melodic lines must be clearly stated according to their
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place within the structure. One line may use a crescendo, one a decrescendo, and still
another may maintain a constant dynamic level. It is difficult to conduct and interpret
music that includes all these things at once. The conductor must study his score so that
contrapuntal activity is not smothered by its own texture. Counterpoint is made clear only
through the use of the dynamic scale. All musical devices such as augmentation,
diminution, inversion, retrogradation, etc., must be discovered when studying the score
and should be carefully balanced, subdued, or brought out within the piece. Counterpoint
involves tension, note against note, rhythm against rhythm, and crescendo against
decrescendo.
Whenever the cantus firmus is the core of the design, the counterpoint must
acknowledge this and reduce its volume. The phrase must be conducted. When the phrase
begins, it is best conducted with a downbeat to insure its entrance; but, there are no real
downbeats except the beginning note and the first notes of the phrase. (Never play a
polyphonic composition without first analyzing.)
IV
Analysis of Contrapuntal Forms & Their History
CANON
A Canon is a polyphonic composition with two or more voices, in which all parts
contain the same melodic part throughout, each starting at a different time, each
overlapping the other. It is known as a round. In early music it was known as the Caccia
or Rondellus (in the 14th century). In the 16th century it was called the Fuga. The oldest
existing canon is the famous "Sumer is Icumen In," written, it is believed, in 1310. The
upper parts are in the form of two simultaneous circular canons (rounds), the lower part in
two parts.
Before this there existed a canon-like device that was an exchange of the melody
or one measure to opposite parts in the next measure called "Stimmtausch" (1160-1220).
Stimmtausch may have been the source of the canon. If one voice delays its entry,
imitation is developed and canon technique will emerge. Another possible beginning may
have been the overlapping in antiphonal singing. If the responding group of singers does
not wait for the first group to finish its part, canon is the result.
There are a number of types of canons which will be shown below. In the 17th
century a canon was devised by a composer named Pier Francesco Valentini containing
no less than 2000 solutions. At one time composers wrote them like we do crossword
puzzles. It may be a separate piece in itself, in which case it is often called an invention,
or it may be an isolated or incidental passage in a given work. If the repetition is not
exact, the piece is imitative and not canonic.
The first entrance of a voice is called the antecedent or dux, the second the
consequent or comes. The canon is the strictest type of contrapuntal writing with the
composer's ability and intellect being extended to its fullest.
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The circular canon or round may be familiar, but there are many other types. An
example of each type will be given and explained. The great contrapuntist Fux (16601741) wrote a "Missa Canonica," a mass which included canons of every possible variety.
No. 1 - Round - The most familiar type of Canon. The first voice, (Dux) begins,
the second voice (Comes) coming in after the first has commenced. Other voices, if the
Canon is more than a two--voice Canon, come in at assigned intervals overlapping the
Dux and Comes. The Canon is repeated as many times as wished.
Ex. 39

Ex.40

Ex. 41

No. 2 - Mensuration Canon -The pitch remains the same, the three voices are
written in different note values.
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Ex. 42

No. 3 - Group Canon -The use of 3 different canons used together.
Ex. 43 Basies May, Ma Doulce Amie

DePrez
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No. 4 - Canon by Augmentation - The Comes is augmented when answering the
Dux.
Ex. 44

No. 5 - Canon by Diminution - The Comes is diminuted when answering the
Dux.
Ex. 45

No. 5 - Canon by Inversion - The Comes is the inversion of the Dux.
Ex. 46

Musical Offering

J. S. Bach
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No. 7 - Crab Canon - A canon so written that it may be played in any direction.
One player may start at the beginning as the other player plays from the end to the
beginning.
Ex. 47

Musical Offering

J. S. Bach
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No. 8 - Circular or Modulating Canon - Each time the dux is repeated it is
presented in a different key. Our example modulated a fifth up or a fourth down on each
repeat.
Ex. 48
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No. 9 - Canon by Retrograde - A canon written so that one player reads it frontwise while the other reads it upside-down backwards.
Ex. 49

Andre (1775-1842)

No. 10 - Canon with Chorale - The choral melody is used as melodic material
for the canon.
Ex. 50

Anonymous
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No. 11 - Mixed Canon - A canon in which besides the voices stating the canon,
another voice, usually in the bass, present another contrapuntal line. The "Goldberg
Variations" of J. S. Bach, Nos. 3, 6, 9,etc. are canons in mixed style. The last variation is
a "Quodlibet." (A term used to describe the use of well known songs of the times
combining them into one contrapuntal composition.)
Ex. 51

Goldberg Variations

J. S. Bach
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RICERCAR
The word Ricercar originally meant a 'study.' The term Ricercar was used as a
descriptive title for a number of instrumental styles and types in early music. It was a first
a free study on a given instrument to explore the techniques and capabilities of this
instrument. No earlier than 1542 did the term Ricercar denote our present meaning, i.e., a
polyphonic imitative piece for instruments.
The Ricercar was modeled after the 16th century vocal motet, being called a
Ricercar when performed on instruments. Gradually the Ricercar became a separate form
still being modeled after the imitative vocal motet. These early Ricercar contained
imitative treatment of several subjects or themes in succession. When a composition has
more than one theme it is called polythematic. By the middle of the 16th century, original
Ricercar for instrumental ensemble appears, and for the first time instrumental music is
assured of definite acceptance and a definite character. In the 17th century the number of
themes was reduced to one and this change hastened the development of the fugue. It is
said to be the early relative of the fugue.
The construction of a Ricercar is in the manner of a fugal exposition. The fugue
differs from the Ricercar in that it develops material taken from its subject in episodes;
the Ricercar contains only exposition. The Ricercar will contain one theme or a number
of themes.
(Dorian Mode Transposed)
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This canzona contains 5 short sections, varying in style, mood, tempo, and time
signature, all using simple contrapuntal devices.
No material is related from section to section, and there is no thematic expansion
of any ideas. There are no important organic melodic growths, and no statements or
reappearances of the theme in keys or at pitches other than the tonic or dominant. This
canzona illustrates the position of harmonic feeling in this transitional period, strongly
modal, yet foreshadowing the tonal feeling that soon will be cultivated as exemplified in
the cadences.
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Ex. 52

Canzona

Frescobaldi
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Ex. 52 - cont.
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Ex. 52 - cont.
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Analysis
The first entrance of the subject begins on the fifth degree of the Dorian
transposed (i.e., D). It follows again in bar three and bar four, the answer appearing in
successive bars. This type of beginning is not usual in fugal work. There are two more
presentations of the subject in bar s five and six with the answer of one of them bringing
the first part of section I to a tonic G cadence with a tierce de picardie (a sharpening of
the third of a final chord). The second part of section I begins with the answer appearing
twice followed by the final statement of the subject ending section I on a major chord
(tonic G) with a perfect cadence. It is to be noticed that the last two statements of the
answer have a counterpoint against them above. This counterpoint appearing against the
subject but below it, thus gives us a small portion in double counterpoint.
Section II - A marked contrast to the short note values of the first section. It is
nine bars in length, in 3/4 time, and the tempo is marked grave. It shows use of free
imitation of a short ascending figure. The imitative figure is not regular in distance of
entering until bar six, when they are stated at one bar's distance. Section II also ends with
a perfect cadence and the tierce de picardie in G. Without any break the music continues
to Section III.
Section III - Two melodic figures are used, sometimes in combination, other-times
as double counterpoint, and still again as one idea, as in bar four. All entrances are easily
found, the first idea having ten entrances, the second idea eight. Again the cadence
contains a tierce de picardie with the first fermata thus far.
Section IV - Again a contrast of the preceding section, section IV begins in a very
sustained style, seemingly to have to gain momentum after the fermata of the measure
before. Two figures are used, with figure "B" modified and presented in an eight-note
pattern in part two of the larger section IV. Theme A of this section is not used in part
two. Bar eight of the first part ends on a D minor but with the tierce de picardie. Part Two
returns to common time and tempo I. The section ends with a plagal cadence in the
tonality of the answer.
Section V - although this section uses the same theme as section IV, it seems to be
climaxing the canzona. Theme B of the preceding section is combined with a new theme
C, sometimes appearing without the other. The material is used with considerable
freedom are ingenuity and the use of double counterpoint is again seen. This canzona
gives us a good idea of a work based on contrapuntal material by a master of 100 years
before, J. S. Bach.
FUGUE
The ancestry of the Fugue is believed to be in the imitative treatment of the music
of the Flemish School of composers (Ockeghem & Obrecht), which in turn influenced the
motets of Josquin around the beginning of the 16th century. These imitative motets
became the instrumental polythematic Ricercar. When the Ricercar themes were reduced
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to one, the Fugue was but steps away from the form we know today. The instrumental
"canzona," which is very similar to a Ricercar, more lively in character and not as
scholarly in treatment, can also be thought of as ascots to the Fugue.
The structure of a Fugue is more complex than the forms given earlier. There are
two types of Fugues: the composer's fugue, and the academic Fugue. The academic Fugue
is strict and cannot be modified. The theme is first presented by t one voice and then
repeated in as many voices as the Fugue is written for, the most popular being the fourvoice Fugue. This presentation of the theme in each voice is called the exposition. Next,
there is a small section based on material from the theme of the counterpoint written
against the theme, many times called the counter-subject. This section is called an
episode. In the stretto the theme is treated so as to be heard very close together, so close
that it seems to overlap itself. This leads into the final section of the Fugue which is the
final statement of the theme in each voice.
The composer's Fugue is very similar, the difference being in the middle structure
following the exposition; it may not agree with the description of the academic type. So it
is more a case of the composer using the form to his utmost creative power with the form
being used very loosely.
The strict Fugue technique given above indicates the basic principles of this form.
There are some "fugal devices" of more complexity. The subject may be written in lesser
or higher note values, or it may be inverted. Examples of these fugal devices occur in
Bach's "Art of the Fugue," which bases them all on the same subject.
Ex. 53 - Art of the Fugue

J.S. Bach
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Analysis
Fugue No. V
Art of Fugue
This Fugue is characterized by its use of contrary motion in relation to the
intensification of the principle of stretto. The subject of No. V is a rhythmic and melodic
variation of the main subject of the "Art of the Fugue." Stretto entrances of the theme are
characteristic, being built around a simple harmonic scheme centering on the tonic D
minor. There is no counter-subject, as Bach intends using the subject in stretto frequently.
In the first exposition, the second entrance of the subject (bar 4) enters in contrary
motion. The entries are as follows; first entry is in alto; second is in the bass in bar four;
the third entry is in the soprano in bar seven; and the fourth entry is in the tenor in bar ten.
The first exposition is from bar one to bar 14. Bars 14 to 16 in the first episode use the
last notes of the subject both direct and inverted and lead to the counter-exposition in bar
17 lasting until bar 30. The entries are as follows: First entry is in the soprano in bar 17,
the second in the tenor in bar 20 (inverted), the third in the bass in bar 23, and the fourth
in the alto in bar 26 (inverted). The accompanying counterpoint is taken from the last part
of the subject. This happens throughout the fugue with few exceptions, giving the fugue
great unity. Color is added by the rising alto line against the fifth entry and by use of
parallel thirds in the bass in the eighth entry.
Middle Section
The second episode begins in bar 30. Lasting until bar 32, the first use of true
stretto technique is seen. The first group of middle entries (in F major) begins in bar 33,
containing two entries of the subject, followed by three bars of episode III, bars 38-40.
This episode uses repetitions of the last four notes of the subject direct and inverted,
returning to the additional two voices entering in stretto in bar 41, inverted and in
contrary motion in the tenor and soprano. This closing entry tightens the already tense
texture.
The second group of entries, bars 41-45, is the exact correlative of the preceding
bars 33-37. There we see the inverted stretto followed in a half bars distance in stretto by
its direct form. We now see the answer, direct, is followed at a half bar by its own
inversion bars 45-46. This is followed by two bars of episode (fourth episode).
The third group of entries, stated in Bb major, is from bars 47-52. Contrary
motion is not used and entries are retarded to one and a half bars simplifying the texture
and releasing tension to prepare for the most stimulating use of real stretto in bar 5. Entry
is in the bass and tenor voices.
Episode five, bars 56, is in canon four in one, entering in stretto at the distance of
a half note. It achieves intensification through rhythmic diminution. The portion of the
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theme from which it and its inverted counter-part (bars 65-68) are derived covers six
quarters or three and a half bars, taken from the first notes of the answer. This episode is
actually in 5/4 time, Bach changing the half note to a quarter note. Making the phrase one
of five quarter notes. The 5/4 feeling carries through three measures returning to 4/4 at the
new exposition of the subject in bar 57.
The next group of entries take the form of the answer, earlier seen in bars 20 and
41, the answer assuming the form of the subject, in D minor. Each voice except the bass,
which is supplemented by a shorter motif which the soprano carries out still in 5/4 until
4/4 is re-established. The bass, whose phrase closes in bar 558, because of its abbreviated
sequence may be said to have two bars in 5/4 (3 plus 2) and one bar of two, resuming the
4/4 with soprano in bar 57. Tenor resumes 4/4 at 56, its phrase continuing until bar 60.
The alto continues in 5/4 through the second best of 57, closing with the three note
element, the three notes at 56 a possible augmentation of this element. This entry is in D
minor with the counterpoint again taken from elements of subject.
The sixth episode, bars 61-64, leads to the next group of entries in bars 65-68.
This is a modification of the canon in bars 53-56, with the subject inverted; the order and
distance are now different and the second canon, four in one, is just like the preceding
one. This exposition grows into a new and free melodic development of a three note
element in parallel thirds, already hinted at in bars 37-38 and 49-50. The resolution is to a
tonic cadence that introduces the final section in bar 69.
The subject is presented in its direct and inverted forms simultaneously in
imitation an octave below, at one bars' distance, in the key of D minor. In the subsidiary
material the three note element is developed in contrary motion. The cadence arrives at
the close of the theme itself.
The seventh episode, from bars 74-76, is again in stretto, and the use of the threenote element is again used.
The next group of entries being in bar 77. The subject is inverted at one bar's
distance and is found n the tenor and alto; this group is a continuation of the final entry.
The addition of the subject in bar 86 marks the final entries of the subject. A brief episode
is found in bars 83-85.
All entries after the counter-exposition are in stretto. Each group of entries has its
corresponding groups: bar 33 - subjects and inversion at a half bar, and the answer and
inversion at the same distance in bar 41, Next: two groups of entries are at one and a half
bars distance (subjects bar 47-57). Two pairs of entries at one bar's distance occur next
(Bars 69-77). The symmetry of the entries should be noted.
Compared to other fugues in "Art of the Fugue," the episodes are brief and do not
go far afield, clinging to simple extension of a three-note element. The melodic cantabile
line continued after each beginning entry has distinct characteristics to build on. It
contains breadth and repose which probably come from the feeling of harmonic texture. It
stays longer in one key, with prolonged passages in major keys. The subject is not so
much answered as mirrored or echoed. It calls for smooth, calm, legato styling, using a
small rubato in certain places to add to the contemplative mood.
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CHORALE PRELUDE
TYPE I
MELODY OR FIGURED CHORALE
PUER NATUS IN BETHLEHEM (A BABE IS BORN IN BETHLEHEM)
CHRISTMAS
The melody or figured chorale is characterized by the appearance of the chorale
melody in its original basic rhythmic shape as a continuous line with the melody in the
soprano. The chorale prelude begins immediately with the first phrase of the chorale
accompanied by counterpoint in the other voices without ornamentation. The hymn is an
anonymous adaptation of a fourteenth century chorale prelude and it is a good example of
Bach's use of symbolism in his music. The prelude describes the visit of the Magi to the
infant Christ. His musical motifs seem to express great joy and the accompaniment
expresses the joy of the Magi at the successful completion of their trip. The bass part has
been described as the bowing of the Magi before Christ and suggests holy joy at their
seeing the newborn King. The prelude should be played in a leisurely style, letting the
music speak for itself.
Ex. 54 - Puer Natus in Bethlehem - Harmonized by J. S. Bach
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Ex. 55 - Chorale Prelude on Puer Natus In Bethlehem

J. S. Bach
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TYPE II
CANTUS FIRMUS CHORALE
KRYIE, GOTT VATER IN EWIGKEIT
(HEAR, O GOD, THE ETERNAL FATHER)
The cantus firmus chorale prelude is characteristic by the use of the chorale
melody in long note values usually found in the bass with accompanying contrapuntal
texture. The cantus firmus sometimes is found in the middle voice. The chorale phrase
usually is separated by small transitions, most of the time without ornaments. The
contrapuntal composition when the cantus firmus is left out. The counterpoint may be in
the form of a fugue, a canon, a motet, a fantasia, or an obligate, with a figured bass.
During the Baroque Period one may find almost all the forms used in conjunction with a
cantus firmus. The chorale melody of this chorale is taken from the Latin hymn Kyrie
Summum Bonum, published in 1541. This chorale prelude is one of the grandest of
Bach's musical confessions of faith. The cantus firmus is in the soprano, and is
accompanied by fugal development of themes derived from the successive lines of the
chorale in the manner of Pachelbel. The compositional style is fluent and unhurried, the
scale immense, and the mood stern and unemotional. This prelude is a pure interpretation
of dogma in music, the counterpoint suggesting Bach's rock-like faith. The prelude can be
played with increasing power during the last nine bars. The utmost dignity and breath of
phrasing are required in any interpretation; the counterpoint makes the use of nuances
unnecessary as it seems to make its own effect by cumulation.
Ex. 56 - Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit

J. S. Bach
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Ex. 57 - Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit

J. S. Bach
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TYPE III
CHORALE MOTET
GOTTES SOHN IST KIMMER (GOD'S SON HATH COME)
CHRISTMAS
In the chorale motet each voice is treated in imitative style like a series of fugal
expositions connected by transitions based on the previous phrase or the oncoming one.
The chorale melody was adapted from the Latin hymn Ave Ierarchis Celostis published in
1531. This chorale prelude is one of the early preludes and is remarkable for the absence
of episodic matter between the successive cantus firmus lines. The melody is in the true
soprano, accompanied by derived material and scalic passages. The tempo is moderate
and with much attention paid to the phrasing.
Ex. 58 - Gottes Sohn Ist Kimmer

J. S. Bach
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Ex. 59 - Gottes Sohn ist Kommen

J. S. Bach
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TYPE IV
CHORALE CANON
IN DULCI JUBILO (IN SWEET JUBILATION)
The chorale melody is treated like the comes of a canon with contrapuntal
accompaniment in free counterpoint in the other voices. The chorale melody was first
printed in 1535, but is much older. The chorale is in canon at the octave between the bass
and soprano voices. The two inner parts are also in canon in the early measures, with the
use of triplet scales, mainly thirds or sixths, beneath and above the chorale melody. The
effect is one of bells quietly ringing, though Bach's symbolism is said to be concerned
with angels. The tempo is slow with a fair degree of power.
Ex. 60 - In Dulci Jubilo

J. S. Bach
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Ex. 61 - In Dulci Jubilo

J. S. Bach
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TYPE V
ORNAMENTED CHORALE
WER NUR DEN LIEBEN GOTT WALTEN
(HE WHO SUFFERS GOD TO GUIDE HIM)
Of all the types of chorale preludes this type is the most ornamented. (The other
type may be ornamented some but not as elaborately or expressively as type five.) The
hymn was written by George Neumark in 1657. The cantus firmus is in the soprano,
profusely ornamented, with a free accompaniment in the lower voices. It should be played
with much expression and the tempo should not be too fast.
Ex. 62 - Wer Nur Den Lieben Gott Lasst Walton

J. S. Bach

Ex. 63 - Wer Nur Den Lieben Goot Lasst Walton

J. S. Bach
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TYPE VI
CHORALE FUGUE
DIES SIND DIE HEIL'GEN ZEHN GEBOT
(THESE ARE THE HOLY 10 COMMANDMENTS)

In the sixth type of chorale prelude, the first phrase of the chorale is used as a
theme around which the entire prelude is developed in the style of a fugue. The opening
phrase of the chorale may be used as the subject of the fugue without alteration or it may
be used as a skeleton to base a subject on. The fugue can be based on phrases of the
chorale, or a cantus firmus used with a fugue either on top or the bottom in the other
voices. The chorale melody is an adaptation of the Pilgrim song, "In Gottes Namen
Fahren Wir," with Martin Luther also using the melody in his versification of the
commandments published in 1524. The chorale is used as material for a fughetta in 12/8
time, evolved from the first few notes of the cantus firmus, which does not appear. The
prelude suggests the happy state of the firm believer who walks always in the law whose
service is perfect freedom. Ten entries of the subject corresponds to the Ten
Commandments with number five to eight inverted. One could see in this a reference by
Bach to the fact that the last five commandments are concerned with human relationships.
The tempo should be as gay as possible, consistent with clearness. It should be phrased as
a stringed instrument would play it, with crisp staccato on the repeated notes, all the leaps
grouped in twos.
Ex. 64 - Dies Sind Die Heil'gen Zenn Gebot J. S. Bach
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Ex. 65 - Dies Sind Die Heil'gen Zenn Gebot J.S. Bach
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TYPE VII
CHORALE VARIATION OR FANTASIA
IN DIR IST FREUDE (IN THEE IS GLADNESS)
NEW YEARS DAY
This type is the most free of all the seven types of chorale preludes. The entire
melody may be used or even the first few notes. The phrase used does not have to appear
in its regular form. These phrases are many times lost completely in the variations and are
hard to recognize. Elements from the other types can many times be found within the
various sections. In short, the main characteristic is the complete freedom in the treatment
of the chorale melody. The chorale was written by G. G. Gastoldi in 1609. The hymn
expresses triumph in the birth of the New Year and firm confidence in the friendship of
Jesus. Bach accordingly writes a paean-like prelude in which only the first line of the tune
receives full treatment, its bell-like figures recurring frequently over brilliant scale-like
figures running the whole length of the organ manuals. The bass part reiterates a "joyconfidence" motive at regular intervals, in the manner of an ostinato. The tempo should
be slow and deliberate with consistent slurring throughout. The alto chorale need not be
emphasized above the other voices.
Ex. 66 - In Dir ist Freude

G.G. Gastoldi
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Ex. 67 -In Dir ist Freude

J. S. Bach
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TWELVE TONE MUSIC
(DODECAPHONY)
The history and beginning of dodecaphonic music (Greek: 12 tones) is recent
history with most of the facts about this type of music known to us. Its beginning can be
traced to a definite work: "Five Piano Pieces," Opus 23, written in 1923 by Arnold
Schoenberg. It was conceived in the seven years prior to 1923, six years of silence from
the pen of Arnold Schoenberg. More important than a tangible beginning are the
influences felt by Schoenberg. The musical world was under the spell of Tristan and
Parsifal and this influence was evident in many young composers’ works. Richard
Strauss, in "Salome and Elecktra," began to explore the world of atonality, and one can
find an example in Strauss where he used a passage with all 12 tones in a row.
As the musical mind of Schoenberg grew, his compositional techniques matured,
his style developed, and his thinking began searching for musical direction. With each
new work Schoenberg moved closer to reaching out beyond the tonal system. There were
others before him, but he played the crucial role in creating a new system and syntax of
musical thinking.
The German answer to French Impressionism is called expressionism. Where the
French illuminated the impression of the outer world, the German school dug down to the
deep inner regions of the mind and soul. Expressionism began as tonal music, continued
through atonality, and is now searching for new horizons. New ideas seem to continue
with the idea of serialization of musical material. Not only tone but also dynamics,
rhythms, and tonal colors are being serialized. Twelve-tone thinking is contrapuntal
thinking. Its concept is horizontal-linear, with emphasis on melodic lines rather than
harmonic sound. Twelve-tone music culminates repetitions, sequences, balanced phrases,
and cadences of the old school. The band of disciples grew as Schoenberg's influence
grew and it is still strong today, and it will be for many years to come.
MURALS FOR BAND
Analysis
The music opens with a four bar unison passage stating the tone row. Repetition
of notes in different octaves is allowed for reinforcement of the tone. In bar five the
repeated "A" is provided it is not used again after the notes following have been used. It
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has to wait for its turn when the row will be used again from the starting note. Bar six
also repeats some notes.
The retrograde of the original can be seen in bar seven. The rhythm of the first
four bars is also used in retrograde. Top compare: bar seven is similar to bar four, bar
eight to bar three, bar nine to bar two, and bar ten to bar one. From bar eleven, the tone
row we discarded and the 12 notes were used freely in any order. If all three notes of a
chord are put together in the same range, we can find the use of the six sonorities. The
first chord in bar eleven is sonority (S), Sl, the second chord is S2; in bar 12, the 3rd
chord used S and the 4th chord is S3 also. In bar 13, the fifth chord use S6; the sixth
chord is S5. Bars 1-15 uses the sixth chord. Also, in bar 14, in the bass clef, we have S4.
In bar 15, the two chords are from the first original hexachord while the melodic
bass passage is from the inversion of the first original hexachord. In bar 16, the bass
chords are from the inversion of the original hexachord while the melodic treble passage
is the inversion of the second "B" hexachord of the original. Bar 17 has the original tone
row again. Bar 18 has repeated notes to merely add to the crescendo effect. In bar 19 is
the recapitulation which in the twentieth century is not the repetition of the same melody,
harmony, and rhythm. The only recognizable characteristic is the heavy and the dramatic
line in unison like the first four bars; but this time it uses the retrograde of the inversion.
Notice the repeated "E's" in the last two bars. Contrapuntal tonal orchestration can be
noticed in bars 16 and 17. Each sonority is orchestrated with serialized tonal timbres.
The free use of the twelve tones can be seen in the following measures: bars 11-12
use the 12 tones, bar 1-14 do the same. In bar 15, all 12 tones are used within the bar.
Also in bar 16 all 12 tones are used. In bars 17-18 we see again the 12 tones used freely in
any order, but all 12 tones used.
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Ex. 68 - Murals For Band

R. Santos

CONTRAPUNCTUS
Contrapunctus is constructed using the same theme in different contrapuntal
forms. The composition opens with the main theme stated in the first three bars, followed
by a small transition of five bars leading into a canonical treatment of the theme (type 11,
group canon, bars 8-20). A modern harmonization of the theme is presented next in the
harmonic-contrapuntal style of J. S. Bach, as a chorale. (bars 21-40). Upon completion,
the chorale is used as the basis of a chorale prelude, (bars 41-51) are in the style of a
chorale motet (#2 of the Chorale Prelude types) In bars 52-133 we find a 4 part Fugue
with entrances in the first exposition in the tenor, bass, soprano, alto and soprano (the
entrances could best be understood that these entrances are not in the range of what we
consider the traditional range of these voices. It would be better to say that the entrances
are in the tenor, alto, 2nd soprano and 1st soprano.) There are two counter-subjects - the
first in bar 57 and the other in bar 65.
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Ex. 69 - Subject of Fugue

Ex. 70 - Counter subject I

Ex. 71 - Counter subject II

In bar 57 the subject and the counter subject are introduced. The subject is
introduced in bars: 52, 57, 65, and 70. In bar 83 we find all three are used (subject and
counter subject I and II). In bar 89 we find an episode using counter subject II. At 94 the
Subject and counter subject II are presented. At 99 we have the use of stretto technique,
the subject being introduced in two bar sequences. At 112 counter subject II is presented
in stretto technique appearing in each preceding measure. The fugue final appearance of
the subject is in bar 120 in the alto and in bar 125 in the soprano. Bar 125 begins the
transition to the Dodechaphonic treatment of the main theme of the composition. The
tone row appears in the following order:
Ex. 72 - Tone Row
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Ex. 73 – Contrapuntal
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ARRANGING CONTRAPUNTAL MUSIC
When arranging a contrapuntal piece for an ensemble, a complete knowledge of
the range of each instrument and its relation to the human voice is very important. Most
early contrapuntal pieces are written for voice and then must be arranged for instruments.
During the Renaissance, vocal and instrumental music were one and the same and the
vocal motet, when played by instruments, was called a Ricercar. A knowledge of the
characteristics of Renaissance music is necessary before one begins to arrange it. For
instance, the melodic range is very small; widening the possible choice for any given
voice in the possibility of that instrument can be assigned to it. The possible combination
of increased tone colors and a more colorful arrangement results.
Baroque forms are larger in length and melodic contour and more voices must be
assigned. These forms are more mature and complicated and must be understood before
attempting an arrangement. For example, in a fugue, usually most of the instruments will
be playing in the stretto, for it is the climax of the fugue and is usually louder than the rest
of the fugue. At the beginning of any contrapuntal for that begins with one voice and later
adds other voices, the choice of instruments is no problem. It is later, after all voices have
entered, that the real problems occur. In most published arrangements the majority of
contrapuntal arrangements begin with the woodwinds, either an oboe or clarinet. A few
start with the brass. The reason that the majority begin with the woodwind family is
probably not because of their range but because of the similarity of the timbres of the
brass family. The woodwind family is not similar in tone color. The oboe, flute, clarinet,
bassoon, saxophone and the French horn (although a brass); all have different timbres and
stand out when playing in a group, unlike the brass ensemble where all timbres are alike.
The oboe is the favorite for beginning because of its ability to be heard above all other
timbres and makes the entrance of other subjects easier to balance. If an English horn is
available, it will aid in tonal color.
Another consideration is the melodic contour of the opening subject. It may lie too
high for the cornet; jumps in the melody or a very high legato style may be bad for a
trombone. The selecting of beginning colors will first be governed by range, by melodic
contour, perhaps by tempo, the contrapuntal form being arranged, and the arranger's taste
and availability in instrumental color.
Of course it is not always necessary to use sharply contrasting tone colors. If the
brass instruments are chosen, a careful balancing of the voices is necessary. The range
that each instrument is written in will also affect the balancing of the parts. A high
entrance of a flute against the lower playing part of a clarinet would present real
problems. So the capabilities of each instrument must be considered. An entrance that
requires a long decrescendo and lies in the upper register of a flute would best be avoided.
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Ex. 74 - Legato style - best for baritone, not trombone.

Ex. 75 - Crescendo and decrescendo with expressive melody - not a good flute
range or dynamic curve, better for cornet or saxophone.

Ex. 76 - Melodic contour not good for cornet, better for clarinet

Ex. 77 - Because of the quick note values this passage is better for
clarinet or sax than for trombone.

Ex. 78 - A chance to use like timbres because of duet character of alto
and tenor part. Two clarinets or two horns could be selected.
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Ex. 79 - The parts are answered at the octave which seems to call for timbres
that are alike. For the lst subject perhaps Bb clarinet and bass clarinet;
For the 2nd subject, perhaps two saxes or two brass.

Tonal combinations are almost unlimited and the character of the melody will
dictate the instrumentation, the final tonal assignment will be in the way that sounds best
to each individual.
Many combinations are possible to begin a piece. One possibility would be the
flute, alto saxophone, French horn and the bass clarinet. When a voice enters it should
continue to the end of the phrases or musical thought.
Re-entrances are more effective if the timbre is not used for a few bars, especially
if an instrument is to make an important entrance, and it is best to give it a few bars rest
before re-entering. Also, the top and bottom voice may be doubled an octave up and
down, but not the inner voices. At most counterpoint is based on a harmonic progression;
many times the over-all sound can be helped by a sustained added harmonic background.
The conductor will have to add his own dynamics, thinking about the choice of
instruments, the medium from which it is being transcribed, and the register of each
instrumental sound. Dynamics can also be arrived at by subtracting or adding voices, not
only by increasing the prevailing dynamic level of the instruments already playing.
A change of key from the original when transcribing, many times will help solve a
range problem. The range of each voice and all instruments capable of playing the voice
will be listed. From this list one can find the best choice for beginning the piece. It is
good to write each part of a contrapuntal piece out so that each voice can be seen by itself
(in quartet style).
There is much literature available; especially organ works from the Renaissance to
the music of today. When arranging from organ and piano, the arranger attends to the
organ stops and the piano pedal. A pedal can result in a different style of legato, or
phrasing. An organ stop will change the color or the range of the written notes.
There are about four different keys within the concert band. These instruments in
concert pitch, the Bb instruments, the Eb instruments, and the F instruments. The
composition can be written in each of these keys. Besides helping transposition, it will
make the whole composition available for each section of the band to play at sectional
rehearsals, or ensembles of mixed nature, and make cues available for added
instrumentation at full band rehearsal in most cases.
To know how a certain combination of instrumental timbres will sound is
difficult. By transposing the piece to each key one may try different combinations and
learn how they sound together. It also helps the students since they seldom get to play
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along with instruments unlike their own, this will add to their musical knowledge. Below
is a chart with the ranges of the human voice and the different band instruments. If the
composition is in more than four or six voices, the range and the timbre will dictate the
instrumentation.
Soprano
piccolo
flute
oboe
Eb clarinet
Bb clarinet
French horn
alto sax

Alto
flute
oboe
clarinet
alto sax
cornet
tenor sax

Tenor
clarinet (Bb)
alto clarinet
bassoon
tenor sax
French horn
cornet
baritone

Bass
bass clarinet
bassoon
baritone sax
French horn
trombone
baritone
tuba

When arranging counterpoint, an analysis must, without exception, be made. It is
the job of the arranger to find all new entrances, all contrapuntal devices, and assign the
best timbre to have these items best heard.
After selecting the beginning timbres as previously discussed, two problems exist;
1) how long to continue the beginning timbre, and, 2) which new timbre to assign and
when to use it. The voice assigned a certain timbre should retain that timbre until the
subject or melodic idea is completed. Contrasting timbres to bring out each voice plus the
previously discussed characteristics of melodic lines will help solve the latter problem.
CANON
After analyzing the canon as to what type of canon chosen, the dux (leader or
guide) is analyzed as to range and suitability. Then the Comes (companion or follower)
and other voices are selected in the same way as the dux with thought as to which timbres
might best contrast each preceding timbre. Octave doubling is possible but is best saved
until further in the canon, and only in the outer voices.
The 'round' can be repeated as many times as desired, with each repeat an
opportunity to have new timbres heard, the new dynamics contrast between the voices. It
is possible, if the round has a number of entrances, to hold off on some of them early and
add them in the last two repeats. It is possible to first play the canon in unison, either with
a like timbre or tutti sound, adding another voice on each repeat. One could also end in
the same manner, i.e., the last time through, use unison ending. The tempi can vary, and
ritards can be added before each repeat... A ritard could be used on the ending for
emphasis. The ending can be as written or counterpoint written to make all voices end at
the same time. A harmonization could be written for one of the repeats to add variation
and contrast. One repeat could start as the last voice enters with the effect like a
Renaissance "rondeau."
The mensuration canon is similar and can be handled alike with a few exceptions.
One exception is that all voices begin at the same time (in some mensuration canons, not
all). The beginning should be treated as with the handling of the last entering voice of a
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"round" canon. Each voice could be handled alone in any order, first playing the three
together, than one alone, then the three together, etc.
Group canon can be handled with much creativeness. Each canon within the group
canon can be treated as separate canons, keeping in mind the combination of all three.
This canon can be stated in many ways: voice A, then voice B (alone); voice C (alone),
combine voice A and B, next repeat B and C (and all possible combinations of the three
canons), ending up with all three being played as written, together. If more repeats are
desired, new timbres can be assigned to the groups of canons.
Canons by augmentation and diminution can be treated as separate contrapuntal
lines and times assigned to them. This type of canon ordinarily is used and device within
larger forms. Crab and Canon by inversion also will be handled in the same way.
Retrograde is treated the same way.
The circular or modulating canon is similar to a round, but each repeat is in a
different key. A stating of the first voice can be used before the canon is presented.
The canon with chorale can be given careful consideration. The chorale is the
germ and idea of construction and must be noted. Should the chorale be harmonized to go
with the canon? In our canon, the choral is in the top voice. If the chords do not interfere
with the inner voices a harmonization that goes with the counterpoint can be written. The
chorale can first be played, then the counterpoint, and finally the combination of the two.
If the make-up of the canon will not allow this, then after the chorale is played play the
canon as written, i.e., with the chorale.
The mixed canon has one or more separate voices accompanying the canon. The
timbre should contrast the voices of the canon from the accompanying counterpoint. As
the accompaniment is just that, the canon can be played alone, but not the
accompaniment. The melodic line can first be played, then the canon, and finally, the
accompaniment.
RICERCAR
Basically the beginning of all contrapuntal forms that begin with the combining of
voices in the overlapping process can be handled alike. The Ricercar differs from the
canon in what happens after the first section where all the voices are presented. Again let
it be said that an analysis is necessary to bring out all important lines and devices.
Canzonas and Ricercar, for our purpose, are treated the same and basically are the same.
The Ricercar may be mono-thematic or poly-thematic. If poly-thematic, each section can
be arranged with contrasting timbres. The final section need not be treated as the climax
as it is not the recap of any material previously presented. The problem in the Ricercar
will be, after assigning the beginning timbres, to find the places where it best ends and
where a new timbre can be presented or added. Added weight of a new timbre could help
a line but any sudden increase in the dynamics scale is not desired.
In the canons presented, the following technique was used. An analysis is first
made. (Always, an analysis should be made.) The beginning timbres are thought of,
keeping in mind the character of the voice line and the tempo of the piece. The chart on
instrumental ranges is looked at as a reminder of available timbres and ideas form about
which instruments are best suited to the voice lines. A decision is made, perhaps not the
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final one; but beginning timbres are chosen. Suppose the conductor assigns the first voice
to the clarinet, the second to the alto sax, the third to the oboe, and the fourth to the
bassoon. The instrument chosen all are woodwind - with different tone colors. The next
entrance of a theme is given to the cornet, for the plan is to let the brass take over the next
section as he assigns the cornet, French horn, baritone and the flute. In turn, they give way
to woodwinds before the next section where contrasting theme and mood are presented.
Sometimes it is good to work ahead so that an instrument that might be suited for a
certain line will not be used up. In this case, at bar L., a clarinet choir is chosen so the
clarinet timbre will not be used in the theme before bar L. The timbre before bar L is
given to the tenor sax, oboe, and alto sax, and the brass is continued. This canzona is
better suited to the flexibility of the woodwinds than the brass, to emphasis on the next
section is again on the woodwind. Bar 34 begins the next section and presents a chance to
give this section to a brass quartet. In bar 41 the character of the line changes and the
woodwinds are added, keeping bar 47 in mind, where some woodwind timbres will be
desired. This is the last section and besides assigning timbres, it must be decided whether
a tutti ending is desired. Many short phrases are considered and arranging the voices is
tried until a good solution is found. The big decision is where to continue the voices
already in for the tutti ending. Two themes are present and this has to be taken into
consideration. The decision is made; because theme B and C are presented in bar 59, this
measure is chosen to begin carrying all voices until the end.
FUGUE
Arranging a fugue is similar to a ricercar in the first exposition. After that one
must keep in mind the feeling of continuity that is so characteristic of the fugue. As the
fugue is mono-thematic composition, the one theme must be pointed out by the arranger
as it progresses. The arranger decides, after first analyzing the fugue, upon beginning
timbres. It will be the job of the arranger to point out the various expositions and
episodes, and, by adding dynamics, to help a conductor bring out these places. Check the
page on fugal dynamics in regard to performance. The contrapuntal texture will need to
be thought of much more than in the canzona or canon. Many times the dropping of voice
timbres can be as effective as adding new voice timbres. All of the arrangements should
be in full score as that one may follow each timbre, and analyze the full score. So a
careful studying of it will enable anyone to discover how to arrange the counterpoint.
Much freedom can be taken in assigning timbres as long as the character of the subject is
thought about, and the contrapuntal devices considered.
In Fugue V, from the 'Art of Fugue' by Bach, the timbres are assigned, and in bar
17 a counter-exposition is found with a chance to increase tension by adding timbres. In
bar 14, the first episode is found and while the clarinet is assigned the soprano, the alto is
taken by the cornet, the tenor by the French horn, and, in bar 13, the trombone is given
the bass. The counter-exposition begins in bar 17. Two false beginnings are seen in the
bass and re-given to different timbres to point this out. Other episodes and expositions are
handled in the same way. An example of how careful analysis is most important can be
seen in the fifth episode. The fragment of the main theme is used in 5/4 time. This
fragmentation should be pointed out by different timbres. The section from bar 57 until
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the end will be treated as the tutti ending. Many times the brass will be saved for power in
this final section but not always. Although it is also not necessary to have all instruments
playing in the last section, it is usually a tutti section.
CHORALE PRELUDE
As there are seven main types of chorale preludes, the type must first be
discovered, than analyzed. It is a good practice to secure the chorale that the prelude is
based on to add analysis.
Type I - Figured Chorale - Certain rhythmic elements will dictate the instrumental
timbre. The chorale, in long note values, could be played by all instruments within its
contour. The counter point is usually in quick note values, and will be playable by the
more agile instruments, i.e., the woodwinds. The bass line can be given to the low brass
and woodwind. The chorale can be harmonized to give the chorale melody more
prominence. The counterpoint can be taken by the clarinets and saxophones but needs to
be taken up a minor third to be in the correct range.
Type II - Cantus Firmus - Similar treatment as Type I with transitional passages
between phrases of the chorale. The counterpoint is in quarter notes basically and more
choices are possible. There are three voices present besides the chorale. One must be sure
to point out all imitation in the counterpoint, as each voice comes in with the contrapuntal
melodic line.
Type III - Chorale Motet - The range of the counterpoint will be the problem, with
one voice falling in the alto range. Another problem will be to add variety to the
counterpoint. Good taste must prevail in bringing in new instrumental timbres in the
counterpoint. There are more rests that will present a chance to add or change timbres.
Harmony can be added to the chorale melody and change timbres in the chorale with each
phrase.
Type IV - Chorale Canon - For 24 bars a double canon with the chorale
continuing in canon until the end, and the counterpoint, (canon until bar 24), becoming
free counterpoint. The timbre that began voices one and two, can be changed to voice A
and B to add variety, then change back to finish the canon. The chorale melody in canon
is separated by rest, which gives the arranger an opportunity to change timbres.
Type V - Ornamented Chorale - It is the least contrapuntal of all the seven types;
to arrange it to sound contrapuntal is difficult. Because of the character of the ornamented
chorale, the counterpoint must be arranged to sound good contrapuntally. To get variety,
timbres must be changed after each phrase. A solo instrument, say a clarinet on the first
phrase, the flute on the second, an oboe on the third phrase, and the clarinet again on the
last phrase may be employed. Transposing the chorale up a perfect fifth and doubling the
bass an octave lower will help the sound.
Type VI - Chorale Fugue - First exposition continues until bar 10; first episode is
in bar 11. Second exposition bar 12, to 18; second episode from bar 19 to 31; the final
exposition from bar 32 to ending bar 35. Within the large episode (19 to 31), there are
many opportunities to vary the tone colors. Slurs can be added to sixteenth-note scales.
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Type VII - Chorale Variations - The chorale prelude is divided into three sections.
Section I, from bars 1 to 18 and repeated bar 29. Section II is from bar 30 to 43, with
Section III from bar 44 to 65. Each section has its characteristic rhythmic counterpoint.
The first section is more scale-like in character; the second uses a small rhythmic figure
repeated; and the third uses a similar figure to section two, but more developed with an
ornament near its last notes. The voices are hard to follow with additional voices entering
at different places. It is a good example of a chorale being enveloped completely in a
contrapuntal texture without a feeling of forcing unity. There is a lot of imitation between
the counterpoint; therefore a balance between the chorale and the imitative counterpoint
needs to be emphasized by the arranger. The figuration in the bass can be brought out by
the use of like timbres every time it is heard. The harmonic style of Bach, as seen by the
chordal character of the presentation of the chorale phrase, can be arranged as such. The
final section seems to act as the climax section, actually using contrapuntal characteristics
of all three sections. It uses the scale-like figures of the first section (bars 49 -51),
rhythmic figure of the second section (bars 525-55), and reaches the final statement of the
motif of the third section in bars 56-60. Also present is the bass figuration that had been
used throughout the prelude. The timbres used in playing each counterpoint can be
continued in this last section to gain the feeling of a recapitulation.
12 TONE MUSIC
In arranging 12-tone music, the arranger has maximum freedom and can be very
creative in his choice of timbres. After analyzing and discovering any contrapuntal
devices used and finding the use of the tone row, one must try to then decide, because of
ranges, which instruments can be used. The next step might well be to consider the
dynamics as there will be important then finally deciding upon which or how any
instruments will play. Any passages will, because of their style and character, determine
the best suited instrument. In "Mural" the first four bars have been given to the full band
in a tutti sound, but the brass family could play it alone. In bar five the character of this
measure seems to call for woodwinds and a contrast in dynamics seems to call for light
texture and instrumentation. Retrograde of the tone row begin in bar seven and again the
next four bars are given to the full band. A serialization of sonorities is begun in bar 11
and a different combination of timbres is used with each chorus. In bars 13-16, the low
brass and woodwind have the bass part. In bar 17, the dynamic level again dictates the
texture as it does in bar 19, the final statement of the tone row. A Webern timbre
arrangement is used in bars 16 and 17 with good effects. The arranger can help the
listener to follow the tone row but the rhythmic patterns and any imitation can be more
easily discovered. The modern composers are concerned also with the sonorities within
the concert band. This can be seen when examining the score of "Contrapunctus," bars
130 to 160. The possibilities in these 30 bars are unlimited. The percussion may be added
to create tension or to build up a climax. In a piano composition, the same rules of
arranging any type of music can be followed.
COLLAGE ON
"ALLEIN GOTT IN DER HOB SEI EHR"
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(GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST)
To illustrate the contrapuntal use of the same melody treated differently by
composers the melody and adaptation of the East plainchant "Gloria in Excelesis" of 1539
is presented. We include the composers; Vetter, Bohm, Walther, Zachau, Pachelbel,
Armsdorff and J. S. Bach.
Found in J. S. Bach's Cantata #104 "Du Hirte Israel, Hore," and four different
chorales in the collection of the 371 chorales harmonized by Bach. This suite is a collage
based on the chorale melody by 7 different composers. The first phrase of the chorale is
given in the contrapuntal/harmonic style of J. S. Bach, followed by polyphonic treatment
by the seven composers. Only one Bach treatment is given. Bach having written two
others using the chorale prelude form of composition. The Bach treatment is an organ
manual fughetta whose subject incorporates the first line of the chorale. It is a pleasant,
animated piece whose apparent connection with the chorale, except for the usual up-anddown scalic movements, is slight.
SYNOPSIS OF COLLAGE
Composer
Bach
Vetter

Measure
1 - 10
11 - 29

Bach
Bohm

30 - 31
32 - 43

Bach
Walther

44 - 45
46 - 49
50 - 51
52 - 55
56 - 73

Zachau
Bach, J. S.
bars

Pachelbel

74 - 75
76 - 88

Armsforff

89 -99

Bach, J.. S.

100 - 101

Treatment
The harmonization of the chorale
Canonic imitation - motif of chorale 4 bars long in
three voices
Chorale
Cantus Firmus chorale prelude technique-4 voices
entrances, 31, 32, 35, 39
Chorale
Three voice contrapuntal Cantus Firmus in soprano
Chorale
Three voice contrapuntal Cantus Firmus technique
Fughetta exposition style, three voices, entrance
56m 60m 68
Chorale
Cantus Firmus technique - augmentation of motif in
soprano
Chorale melody in soprano and bass with
counterpoint in alto
Last phrase of chorale

COMPOSER'S SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Andreas Nikolaus Vetter (1666-1710) A pupil of the great Pachelbel in organ and
composition. Vetter, in 1690, at age 26, succeeded Pachelbel as organist at
clergyman's Church in Erfurt, a year later he was appointed Court Organist in
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Rudolstadt. Vetter gave up music as a profession and continued his career as a
lawyer. His fame rest largely on his chorale arrangements for organ.
George Bohm (1661-1733) Bohm became organist at St. John's Church in Luneberg in
1698. A fifteen year old boy came to the same city two years later and would
listen to Bohm regularly. Bohm was to have a last effect on this young musician,
J. S. Bach. Bohm treatment of chorale preludes and the Passion left an endless
stimulus and lasting impression of the beauty that was music. Upon reading of the
great musical city of Hamburg by Bohm, J. S. Bach journeyed to Hamburg.
Throughout his life, Bach traveled to other cities to hear famous musicians
leaving a lasting influence on Bach's formative years.
Johann Gottfried Walther (1684-1748) Walther had intended to study law but at an
early age showed a gift for music. In 1702 he became organist at Weimar. Besides
his music he is best known as the author of a number of articles on music and his
collection of chorale preludes of many composers. A cousin and friend of J. S.
Bach, his collection of articles on music and composers was known as the
Musicalisches lexicon (1732)
Friedrich Zachau (1663-1748) Zachau is remembered as the teacher of Handel. He was
a composer of mostly church cantatas and pieces for organ. Bach applied for the
position of organist at Halle which was vacant upon the death of Zachau, but, after
being offered the position, turned it down and instead took a job at Weimar.
Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706) One of the great German organist and teachers. He was
also influential in the musical development of J. S. Bach. He is best known for his
famous "Pachelbel Canon."
J. S. Bach (1685-1750) One of the most important musicians in music history. Bach
invented no new forms but brought the forms he found to a pinnacle of musical
perfection. Bach was influenced mostly by three organist: Bohm, Pachelbel and
Buxtehude.
Andreas Armsdorff (1670-1699) German organist using the chorales as the basis of
many compositions.
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Ex. 80 - "Collage on Allein Gott in der Hob sei Ehr"
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Ex. 80 - cont.
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Ex. 80 - cont.
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Ex. 80 - cont.
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POLYPHONIC USE IN HOMOPHONY
The contrapuntal technique and concepts treated in the earlier pages will be of
much use in homophonic music. Most of the music played by bands today is a
combination of both types. The German word "Freistimmig" best describes this type. This
name is used for music in which there is no strict adherence to a given number of parts
and in which both contrapuntal and chordal passages can be found. This mixing of the
two types of music can be found in the works of Frescobaldi, a pioneer composer between
the worlds of the Renaissance polyphony and the newly found concepts of the early
Baroque monody.
The music of Berlioz, Wagner, and Mendelssohn contain many examples of the
mixing of counterpoint and harmony. Most marches arranged or written for band contain
counterpoint, especially in the baritone part which many times carries a counter-melody.
The same rules will apply to playing this music, but a careful balancing of the two types
must be arrived at. Conductors many times have had a certain section play louder to bring
out what is called a secondary melodic arc. This gives the homophonic composition a
contrapuntal feeling and adds momentum to the flow of the piece. Different conductors
will get a different overall sound from their bands. This is due to the prominence of
certain sections and the bringing out of these contrapuntal lines. What would a march be
without the familiar baritone part? To bring out the counterpoint is to give the piece life.
Below is an example of a composition in which both harmony and counterpoint play an
important part.
AUFFUHRUNGSPRAXIS OF JAZZ
Early jazz has been defined as a form of polyphony. It has also been considered a
type of heterophony. Many people even thought it sounded more like cacophony. Early
jazz was the combining of individuals interpreting music they head in their own style; of
European harmonic structure, and was much like the technique used in Monteverdi's
"patchwork" madrigals of the late 16th century.
When analyzing early jazz one can approach it in diversified way, one way being
the harmonic/contrapuntal viewpoint, i.e., what the trio of wind instruments thinks of
improvising above this harmonic background individually without taking into
consideration what the other two are playing? This was the style of improvising during
the renaissance in the Basses Dance. Or did each consider, while noting the harmony of
the accompaniment, the improvising being done by the other two? Or did each understand
and play a well-defined role in the ensemble improvising? Did the clarinet and trombone
look to the cornet as the leader and both work around his style and his ideas?
Understanding their individual roles, did they concentrate on it without consideration of
any harmonic or rhythmic clashes with each other?
When only the harmonic accompaniment is considered by each member of the trio
when improvising, without regard to harmonic clashes produced in contrapuntal
ensemble between parts, dissonance can occur on the strong beats of a measure.
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Classical counterpoint, which is governed by strict, compositional rules, dictate
consonance on accented beats and on the strong beats of a measure. In early jazz did
consonance appear on beats one and three? If so, was it on purpose or accidental, or did
dissonance appear on these strong beats?
Perhaps the best word to describe contrapuntal texture appearing in conjunction
with a harmonic structure, a structure uniquely characteristic of 19th century classical
music but existing in past music history, would be the German word "Freistimmig" German - Frei-free, stimme-parts)It is a word that describes pseudo/quasi - contrapuntal
style where there is no strict adherence to a given number of parts playing constantly but
entering and leaving in no previous arrangements, these voices being allowed freely to
enter or drop out, and in which also chordal elements occur. Early jazz was improvised
spontaneous Freistimmig. While early jazz was not an exact application of Freistimmig,
the use of it comes closer to describing early jazz techniques than either polyphony or
heterophony.
Did the early jazzmen improvise their parts thinking of the scale and chord
progression? A parallel in early jazz evolution occurred in early music history and can be
seen in the evolution of the harmonic style from counterpoint and the reasoning expressed
by Rameau in his thesis on harmony. This parallel evolved in New Orleans by the early
jazzmen - not arriving as an improvising technique like Rameau, but mostly through trial
and error, using their musical ears for evolution and their sense of rhythm for execution.
Thus early jazz improvising evolved similar to harmony.
This evolution occurred first in the embellishments of Negro church /slave music
(very similar to the Rococo period of the high Baroque), progressing to a linking period
of these embellished parts using basic church harmonies (like the patchwork madrigals of
Monteverdi) to the harmonic background and gradual freedom and individuality of trio
ensemble work (like the Rameau thesis on harmony).
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COLLECTIVE POLYPHONY IN JAZZ
Collective polyphony is commonly applied in contexts where some or all
members of a group participate in simultaneous improvisation of equal or comparable
'weight.' It is best known in performances of the early New Orleans and Dixieland jazz
styles.
During the Renaissance we see the continued growth of improvisory technique in
the Basse-Dance:
"The later stage of the discussion began with the realization that
the Basse Dance of the 15h century was performed as a polyphonic
composition in two or more voices. In a polyphonic rendition, the
tenor serves as the Cantus Firmus of an improvised setting in
which the lower part is played on the trombone, the extemporized
counterpoint on shawms or cornetti."
During the start of Negro music's popularity at the turn of the 20th century we find
writings of their use of collective improvising using polyphony. In the Journal of
American Folk Lore of January, 1903 we read:
"Their singing at quarter and on the march with the guitar accompaniment was
naturally mostly 'ragtime' with the instruments seldom venturing beyond the inversions of
the three chords of a few major and minor keys. At their cabin the vocal exercise was of a
Polyphonic nature, causing congratulations at its distance. Occasionally we would get
them to sing to us with guitar, but the spontaneity was lacking and the repertoire was
limited. They have, however, the primitive characteristic of patience under repetition, and
both the trench and out of it kept up hours-long ululations of little variety."
As Negro music progressed and advanced in musical sophistication the music
known as Ragtime, a music that is called the ancestor of jazz, developed with the use of
polyphony:
The Opera Magazine of Feb., 1916 in and article by C. L. Buchanan entitled "Ragtime
and American Music we read:
"It (sic. ragtime) has gone far beyond most other popular music in
the freedom of inner voices (yes, I mean polyphony) and of
harmonic modulation."
The Negro Spiritual was also collective improvised polyphony. It was sung with
harmonies but these harmonic parts were freely improvised. In the Musical Quarterly of
1919 in an article entitled "Negro Music At Birth" by N.C. Burlin we read of the inner
parts being 'made-up:"
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"And as usual with Negroes, this was extemporaneous part-singing
- women making up alto, men improvising tenor or bass, the music
as a whole possessed so completely by them all (or so utterly
possessing them!) that they were free to abandon themselves to the
inspiration of their own creative instinct."
Burlin describes the spontaneous singing of a Negro congregation
she sings in collective improvised polyphony:
"Minutes passed, long minutes of strange intensity. The mutterings,
the ejaculations, grew louder, more dramatic, till suddenly I felt the
creative thrill dart through the people like an electric vibration, that
same half-audible hum arose,- emotion was gathering atmopherically
as clouds gather - and then, up from the depths of some "sinner's"
remorse and imploring came a pitiful little plea, a real negro "moan,"
sobbed in musical cadence. From somewhere in that bowed
gathering another voice improvised a response: the plea sounded
again. louder this time and more impassioned; then other voices
joined in the answer, shaping it into a musical phrase; and so, before
our ears, as one might say, from this molten metal of music a new
song was smithied out, composed then and there by no one in
particular and by everyone in general."
Burlin made recording of Negro part singing and In the March,
1919 issue of the Musician, we read of her endeavors:
"The Hampton Series of Negro Folk Song by Natalie Curtis Burlin, just issued by
G. Schirmer, is one of the most interesting and valuable of recent contributions to the
literature of folk music. The importance of Mrs. Burlin's work lies in the fact that she has
recorded the actual singing of the Negroes, and has written on paper a faithful record of
their own spontaneous harmonies. To the singing teacher this collection will be
invaluable, for it would be a very difficult task to find better material for exercise in part
singing and sight reading. The unusual leading of the voices will ever be a delight to
singing pupils and they will reap more benefit from these songs than they could from
many of the compositions and exercises they are now using. They will also be of great
value to choral societies and will make most attractive number for their programs. The
Schola Camtorum of New York was the first choral society to use a song from this
collection, when at their concert last spring they sang "God's a-gwine ter move all de
troubles away." To accomplish her purpose Mrs. Burlin, after extensive travels in the
South, made her headquarters at Hampton, Va., the home of the Negro Industrial School,
where she studied the Negro and his song. She also visited the island of St. Helena off the
coast of South Carolina, where the Negroes are still very primitive and their songs are
very old. She found the people much interested in her work and they were anxious to help
her in any way they could. In making her records Mrs. Burlin made use of the phonograph
and this combined with her own musical ear enabled her to write out the parts as she
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heard them. The harmonies she has set down are the Negroes' very own and it was no
easy task to distinguish the various parts they would improvise. No one singer was able to
sing his part alone (except, of course the "lead," the singer who carries the melody), but
she finally solved the problem by grouping all the singers close to the one whose part she
was recording, and they would hum their parts very softly, while he sang his part so that it
would register on the phonograph. But even the phonograph was not absolutely
dependable, and so Mrs. Burlin was compelled to use her own ear as a corrective for
these imperfections. The Negroes have a decided polyphonic instinct and that they have
inherited this from their African ancestors is undeniable. This harmonic sense is found
only among the Africans, a few groups of Russian peasantry, and the Polynesians. The
instinct is absolutely spontaneous and the Negro has no more idea what chords he is
helping to make than an infant would have. One day when Mrs. Burlin was recording the
singing of a quartet she stopped one of the singers and asked him if he went "up" or
"down" in a certain passage. "Lawdy ma'm," was the reply, "Ah doan know what ah does
do, come on boys, sing it again so's she can find out." It is just because of this total
ignorance of musical notation that the spontaneity of their polyphony is so remarkable,
and in many of their songs it would be a difficult task indeed for a trained musician to
improve the natural beauty of their harmonic coloring."
In the twenties jazz had become a written art with the arranger assuming a very
important part. These arrangers were well schooled and educated musicians and knew the
art of composition in all forms. We find that jazz was thought of as having 3 basic
elements: melody, rhythm and harmony. We read in the August 10th, 1922 Music Leader
by Carl Engel that:
"Jazz has gone a step further and to melody, rhythm and harmony,
has added counterpoint. Each of these 4 elements is American in
character."
In the twenties jazz has progressed from a primitive state and developed into a
music that is spoken about by the leading classical composers of the day. It became a
written style with large orchestras playing very complex arrangements with advanced
harmonies and use of complex contrapuntal textures. In the Atlantic Monthly of August,
1922 in an article entitled "Jazz, A Musical Discussion we read:
"In addition to these two elements of music, rhythm and harmony,
the people - who in the beginning had known but one thing melody, fastened upon a primitive and weak harmonic structure of
"barbershop" chords - the people, I say, who had stepwise
advanced from melody and rhythm to harmony, lastly discovered
counterpoint. And the result of this last discovery is jazz. In other
words, jazz is ragtime, plus 'Blues' plus orchestral polyphony. It is
the combination in the popular music current, of melody, rhythm,
harmony and counterpoint."
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It was said that during the 20s that the arranger was more important than the
composer or the tune and the orchestra leader prominent was Paul Whiteman. They are
given notice by an article in the Sept., 1922, Metronome. The Boys Who Arrange The
Tunes You Play" is the title of the article which states:
"A constant search for interesting figuration and ornamentation
together with artistic contrapuntal devices, creating a polyphony
that is easily grasped and appreciated by both musician and
layman, is the means by which the progressive arranger is making
his efforts felt today.
Now the Paul Whiteman idea is to take this melody and build
in the gaps between its occurrence with counter-melodies instead
of with improvising "fake stuff" and gymnastics. An introduction is
usually given to the piece that the first strains of the melody proper
may be approached dramatically - while each time the melody is
reached throughout the number it is arrived at through an entirely
"counter-melody" - sometimes through breathless moments of
rhapsody - again through a plaintive love lament, or a theme from a
Chopin mazurka may be used as a counter melody to give
buoyancy to the spirits of the dancers."
There still existed in the 20's the small "Dixieland" ensemble which continued to
use improvised collective polyphony. In the New York Times of Dec. 29th, 1922 we read
of a jazz band performing in this style:
"In the old jazz band the boy who wielded a wicked "sax" was
improvising a solo. That band was made up of half a dozen men
doing separate solos to the same "tune" - while a man at the traps
thumped out the time and held them together after a fashion."
Early jazz collective improvising was more cacophony than scholarly polyphony.
On the later page we will analyze the "Livery Stable Blues" of the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band (ODJB) by doing so we will theorize that early jazz was indeed collective
improvising but not according to the rules of Bachian contrapuntal rules. Early jazz is
probably best described as cacophony. In the May, 1923, Metronome jazz music was
described as cacophony:
"These superb orchestras are a national evolution from the first jazz bands (Sic:
author is talking about the 1923 hotel orchestras). Those wild exponents of deliberate
cacophony where all hands extemporized variations with maddening emphasis on
uncanny minor thirds while a solo instrument wailed out the major third of the Cantus
Infermus a half beat behind or ahead of his fellow conspirators."
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The art of jazz matured in the 20's mostly due to the great arrangers such as Frede
Grofe. Truly jazz music became the nucleus of a real American School of Music. This is
explored in an article in the May, 1923, Metronome under "Our Jazz Legacy":
"OUR JAZZ LEGACY from these jesters of the court of music has
been quite considerable, however. We have learned the value of the
saxophone family as actual musical instruments, expressive,
flexible and agile, blending beautifully with the brass, wood or
strings. They taught us the possibilities of many drummer's traps
that, in the hands of a first-rate performer, are now extremely
effective. They also willed us the Banjo, which has a legitimate
place in dance music. In photographic records it is valuable for the
purpose of marking the rhythm. (Sic: In early recordings the drum
was not used) In forte passages it is undoubtedly effective, but
many leaders seem to feel that its constant use is rather
monotonous, and banjo players who can "double" are in increasing
demand.
With this wealth of material, these newly formed bands started the
work of building. With the tunes of the masses, - the songs that one
hears whistled on the streets, - as a base, they constructed little
fantasies of their own, - not impromptu, but carefully worked out
and rehearsed, - each man contributing his quota of ideas. The
regular printed orchestrations gave them ample opportunity for the
display of their peculiar talents, but, in many cases, some of the
players had sufficient knowledge of musical theory to work out
quite original arrangements.
However, they soon reached their limit. It was like a dramatic
company writing their own plays. Therefore, they found it
necessary to make it worth the time of musicians skilled in the arts
of orchestration who had thorough grounding in counterpoint and
construction to score their fox-trot rhapsodies. Another interchange
of ideas followed and the new dance form began to take shape."
Jazz orchestras began to hire symphony musicians (Sic: Jazz orchestra could pay
many times the pay of a symphony player and have work year round) who found jazz
orchestrations exciting and not as challenging as more difficult symphonic works. The
level of musicianship was extremely high in the jazz orchestras of the 20's, especially in
Paul Whiteman's and Vincent Lopez's symphonic jazz bands. The arranger of jazz
orchestrations still gave the individual some freedom and the musicians found the music
approximating the ingenuity and complexity of a symphony orchestra. In Vanity Fair of
June, `1923 we read:
"The printed music was found to be less complex than the skill of
the players. The men began to ornament the melodies, to fill in the
inner voices unconsciously; they aimed at a presentation
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approximating the ingenuity and complexity of a symphony
orchestra.
The business of the old, inflexible negro-spiritual rhythm, which
remained, as ever the foundation, was given to banjo and piano and
the profound double bass. The oboe, clarinet and saxophone
roamed in rich freedom the wide area between the melody and the
bass enveloping and clouding the angular frame in suave, elastic,
melodious counterpoint, while muted horns blow a soft contour,
like a wind which fills a sail."
The use of counterpoint with the use of syncopated rhythm created a new sound,
an exciting new sound and rhythm. Good polyphony will have the various parts going
into different direction (contrary rhythm) and being presented in different rhythm values.
Jazz did this (Sic: check the analysis of the "Livery Stable Blues" as an example) One of
the leading jazz critics G. Seldes, in the July, 1923 issue of Dial stated:
"It is syncopation, too, which had so liberated jazz from normal
polyphony, from perfect chords, that Darius Milhaud is led to expect from
jazz a full use of polytonic and atomic harmonies."
Two styles of jazz continued in the early twenties: the orchestrated kind of the big
bands and the small jazz combo that specialized in collective improvising of the old style.
A critic writes of such a group that was playing this small ensemble jazz. These jazz
musicians were not the skilled players that we find in the larger jazz orchestras. In the
Feb. 21st, 1924 Music Courier in an article entitled "Jazz and Syncopated Music" we
read:
"Jazz music is syncopated music that has become demoralized by
harsh and superfluous embellishments. The more complex the
embellishments and the greater the vanity of brutish noises, the
more perfect the music approaches jazz as a limit. All sustained
tones are repugnantly colored. All pauses and rests are substituted
for sharp and repulsive additions. Jazz music is saturated and
concentrated to its ultimate capacity. When made by an orchestra
the inharmonious simultaneous jazzing of the cornet, violin,
trombone, saxophone, drums and xylophone converge into a
timeless medley, not rhythm, only remains."
Jazz was evolving into a high musical art and critics and most important
prominent classical composers realized the new ideas and orchestral colors of American
jazz. Still, there existed the small jazz bands still playing in the old style and using humor
as part of their presentation. This presentation bothered musical critics and remarks were
made derogatory about jazz performance. In an article we read of this derogatory attitude.
Jazz did not fit the formulas of the accepted criteria for music. The Avante Garde and
modernist were the ones that did appreciate the new directions that jazz led them, a
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direction that would have composers such as Copland, Milhaud and others to use jazz in
their classical compositions. In the Feb. 21st, 1924 issue of Music Courier in an article
entitled "Jazz Band" by J. Benoist Mechin, we read of a description of a jazz band and
how the new written counterpoint was replacing the old collective spontaneous
improvising:
"The jazz band is free of all our formulas and does not give a fig
for our audacities. Its melody, very clear and incisive, turns most
often on certain juxtaposed notes, constructed almost uniquely
upon the basis of syncopation and upon all the rhythmic artifices of
musical accident, harmony, which practically does not exist is
replaced by a dazzling counterpoint, in which each instrument is
clearly individualized."
The fact that jazz in the 20's was thought of as being akin to modern classical
music is pointed out in the April 17th, 1924 issue of the Music Courier. In the article
entitled "A Jazzed Discussion we read"
"It is the invention of a background of color in unusual harmonies,
counter-melodies and rhythmic effects within these rigid beats
which characterizes the new jazz music. Here is something closely
related to modern music and perhaps helps to explain why jazz is
distasteful to those who dislike the modern music of such as
Stravinsky."
While the arrangements of the 20's were musically sound, jazz was still known for
its special effects such as the glissando on the trombone and the animal sounds produced
by Ross Gorman. While many of these special effects were presented in the past, mostly
in classical music, jazz had a reputation for specializing in these often 'comical' effects. In
the bands such as Paul Whiteman little clowning went on. Vaudeville during this time
was known for comical jazz bands and the small combos still used trombone glisses and
quarter tone entrances for brass and reed. Little attention was paid to how ingenious the
contrapuntal writing was and how creative the collective improvising became.
Counterpoint was never the important element of jazz like the steady rhythm and the total
sound of a jazz band. It was like the harmony and meter; it was used as a compositional
technique and kept its proper place in the makeup of the total jazz sound. We read of
criticism of the bizarre embellishments that often were used in jazz and as a serious
musician are we not all of the same opinion. But jazz was dance music; it was fun and
exciting music, music for the young of heart. We should not take its presentation to a
public that wanted to be entertained too harshly. There is a place for serious jazz music
and also for the lighter side of musical presentation. In the July 8, 1924 Music Digest we
read that critics are still searching for a formula that they can use to decide what was
acceptable in jazz and what was not:
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"Another characteristic (of jazz) is the employment of fantastic,
often bizarre embellishments. These arabesque decorations are
occasionally contrapuntal and always ingenious, but counterpoint
is not of primary importance. "Jazz was originally the introduction
of portamento effects on the trombones," says Mr. Henderson.
"Afterward the ingenious players of the popular music found out
how to produce the wailing, sliding tones on other instruments, and
now at last we have such a wizard as Ross Gorman, who can evoke
the laugh of a hyena from a clarinet and the bark of a dog from a
heckelphone." These portamento trombone passages, and, by some
phenomenal trick, portamento effects on the saxophone, add the
sensuous element popularly called "blue." It is precisely this
strongly emphasized sensuous quality that explains the great
popularity of this type of music. It also reveals, under analysis, the
artistic limitations of jazz.
On the whole, jazz orchestration seems to follow a definite
formula. The saxophone is the principal melodic instrument. The
piano and banjo supply the harmonic and rhythmic basis. The
muted trumpets occasionally "take the lead" and release the
saxophone for more decorative purposes. Horns help out with the
harmony. Clarinets, tenor and soprano saxophones cut capers and
embellish the general design. This description is not all inclusive.
The formula is capable of extension and variation. But on the
whole the jazz formula appears to be clearly defined and the jazz
arranger stands out a competent craftsman who has learned his
trade well, rather than as a creative artist."
Carl Engel in an article in Atlantic Monthly written a few years back in 1922
(previously quoted) he elaborates further on jazz and its 4 elements: melody, rhythm
harmony and counterpoint, calling counterpoint in American music was born out of the
complex, strident, present-day American life. He writes:
"Jazz is 'rag-time,' plus 'Blues' plus orchestral polyphony, it is the
combination, in the popular music current, of melody, rhythm,
harmony, and counterpoint. Each of these four ingredients bears
racial features which are unequivocally American. Yet this
Americanism is not exclusively a tribal one, it is not content to
borrow from the Negro, to filch from the Indian. What marks of
oriental inflections it shows hail from the Jordan rather than from
the Congo River. While the primitive syncopation was taken over
from the colored man, while the Semitic purveyors of Broadway
'hits' made us an invaluable gift of their more luxurious harmonic
sense, the contrapuntal complexity of jazz is something native,
born out of the complex, strident, present-day American life chaos
in order, orchestral technic of master craftsman, music that is
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recklessly fantastic, joyously grotesque - such is good jazz, a
superb incomparable creation, inescapable yet elusive; something it
is almost impossible to put in score upon a page of paper.
"Jazz is abandon, is whimsicality in music. A good jazz band
should never play and actually never does play the same piece
twice in the same manner. (The best 'rag bands,' it may be
remembered, got their engagements by advertising the fact that
they couldn't read a note of music.) Each player must be a clever
musician, an originator as well as an interpreter, a wheel that turns
hither and thither on its own axis without disturbing the clockwork.
Jazz depends on the many and contrasting voices of a band united
in a single and spontaneous rhythmic, harmonic, and contrapuntal
will."
This view of jazz is written about in a more faltering way in the 1924 issue of
Jacobs' Orchestra Monthly and the Cadenza. The article stresses the 4 elements of jazz
(substituting structure for rhythm) and that "jazz is a special treatment of popular music."
We read:
"But all this is a discussion of popular music in contradistinction to
jazz. Wherein lies the difference? Why, simply that jazz is a
special treatment of popular music. It is the structural dressing by
means of which the popular song is elevated to the rank of a
musical composition. Now the essentials of musical composition
are four, - melody, harmony, counterpoint and structure. The
modern coloristic conception of jazz consists of taking the first,
and to it adding the other three. Just as the symphonic or operatic
composer starts from a leitmotif to build up a complicated musical
structure, so does the modern arranger build on the original tune a
more or less diffuse harmonic scheme in which cross-rhythms,
modulations, contrasted color effects, heavy counterpoint and other
devices create an entirely different score. Mr. George Hahn in a
recent article in MELODY very happily termed the modern
arranger a "synthetic composer." hat is a very apt terminology, for
the arranger of the so-called "symphonic jazz' is as much a bono
fide composer as any man who ever built a symphonic structure
from his major theme. He must be on intimate terms with advanced
musical theory and practice, and must possess originality and
ingenuity to boot. When such a man, and there are several experts
in the field today, turns out a jazz score for any popular song, even
though it be a rotten one, the result is something that no musician
need feel it a waste of time to study. The treatment is not orthodox,
particularly the instrumentation will look irregular with its
substitution of saxophones for strings, but that is the more reason
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why it deserves analysis and serious study. It is a new form in the
making, and at it’s best a thoroughly musical one."
There has been little written on the use of counterpoint in jazz. In our articles we
have seem that it is an important part of the jazz in the 20's. It is this inclusion of
counterpoint that is one of the items that lifts jazz arranging to the art form and
importance it becomes in the 20's: In the May, 1924 issue of Jacobs' Band Monthly in an
article entitled: "Is "Jazz" Constructive or Destructive by Loar we read: The harmonic
framework may use eighteen or twenty different chords, a popular number making its way
through a half-dozen key transitions in the course of its progress through several score of
measures. Rhythms are much more intricate, using every sort of pattern imaginable so
long as the effect is clean-cut, and insistent. Instead of an accompaniment of chords, a
goodly assortment of inner voices has appeared, presenting counter-melodies that are
fairly good counterpoint and furnishing interesting little fugues of their own."
"The harmonic framework may use eighteen or twenty different
chords, a popular number making its way through a half-dozen key
transitions in the course of its progress through several scores of
measures. Rhythms are much more intricate, using every sort of
pattern imaginable so long as the effect is clean-cut, and insistent.
Instead of an accompaniment of chords, a goodly assortment of
inner voices has appeared, presenting counter-, melodies that are
fairly good counterpoint and furnishing interesting little figures of
their own."
Perhaps both the strength and the weakness of jazz is the use of one steady
rhythm. This could be said of any dance music and of any march that has been written.
There is only one waltz rhythm. Thus it is an element that is present not weakening or
strengthening its ligament claim to fame and acceptance. In "Putting Jazz in its Place" in
the July 5th, 1924 Literary Digest we read:
"What is bound eventually to deaden the inventiveness of the 'great
American composer' is the fact that jazz is the exploitation of just
one rhythm. This rhythm is the original rag-time of thirty years
ago. There have been occasional captivating additions to it in the
form of elaborate counterpoints in jarring rhythmic dissonance."
Virgil Thomson writes that the use of contrapuntal rather than homophonic is
used in written jazz and the technique of this type of writing demands a different type of
balancing (see section on balance - page ). He feels that contrapuntal writing has
extended the varieties of wind instruments used and the use of contrapuntal techniques in
jazz are of interest to any composer:
"It is possible to practically take any number or groups of
instruments, because, above the rhythmic accompaniment, which
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also sets the harmony, it is contrapuntal rather than homophonic
and does not require balanced timbres....with the growth of the
contrapuntal style, enforced by disparate combinations, the
varieties of wind tone have been considerably extended...In the
current jazz one hears piano figures that are ingenious, countermelodies that are far from timid, and experiments in instrumental
balance that are of interest to any composer."
The counterpoint in jazz is based on its primary use - to enhance the danceability
of the music. Jazz, in the future does introduce 5/4 meter alternating meters from bar to
bar and jazz, as it becomes concert music has done what the next article (written in 1925)
hint at. The jazz composer/arranger has reached a zenith and does become a major
influence in the classical music of the early 20th century. From the July, 1925 issue of
Music and Letters the author states:
"Surely if jazz composers wanted to reach the zenith of their
powers they would give us, say, something in five-four, a few bars
of three-four, some six-four and so forth, with all the various
instruments playing in different time and in different keys, and so
difficult in contrapuntal treatment that, although the result was
satisfactory, only really live jazz musicians could play it. It seems
that this favorable state of affairs will never come about; jazz is
merely a question of experiments by musicians whose knowledge
of the art of music is very limited indeed."
The use of counterpoint is new to popular music in America and this is noted in
the 1925 M. T. N. A. Proceeding. In an article telling of their meeting E. J. Stringham, in
his article "Jazz and American music states:
"The contrapuntal nature of jazz is a welcome introduction into
popular music, even though it is, at present, a silly freedom of
moving parts."
"Pack Up Your Sins," a popular song by Irving Berlin is cited as the birth of jazz
in our next article. In the Feb. 1st issue of Metronome the author also mentions the use of
counterpoint. We read:
"The historians of jazz date its birth from Irving Berlin's "Pack Up
Your Sins," a purely instrumental fox trot, in which the composer
already makes professional use of the concentrated superabundant
helter-shelter syncopation, as well as the contrapuntal
extravaganzas of fully developed jazz. (Both of which originated in
the improvisations of the Negro musicians.)."
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While written jazz has been criticized for not being true jazz as it is not freely
improvised the art of jazz arranging became the catalyst that progressed jazz into an art
form and legitimized the music to acceptance by both classical devotees and the general
public. One does not think, in these days of traditional written out jazz scores that this
practice was not always true. Paul Whiteman addresses this in his book, first published as
a series in the Saturday Evening Post. In the Feb. 27th issue we read what Whiteman has
to say about written jazz:
"After many attempts I finally worked out an orchestration and
learned what I wanted to know about faking. Faking was what the
early jazz orchestra relied upon. That is, they had no scores, each
man working out his part for himself, faking as he went along. Up
to that time, there had never been a jazz orchestration. I made the
first and started in the jazz-orchestra business."
This era of jazz (the 20's) did probably the most in developing jazz into an art
form, an art that was a major influence in the 20th century. It proved that jazz style can be
written down and learned. Once it was thought that one couldn't learn how to play jazz
and improvise in a jazz style. The statement that is incorrectly given to Louis Armstrong
that "if you have to ask how, you can't ever play jazz," we know now it isn't true. The
education endeavors of Stan Kenton and others proved that jazz is teachable and most
every college today has a jazz department.
Jazz arranging is taught and there are many books written on this subject. During
the 20's the arranger becomes the most important part of the jazz scene. In the March,
1926 issue of Harpers in "The Anatomy of Jazz" we read:
"The man who arranges popular music for dance orchestras is
rapidly becoming in jazz fields, even more important than the
composer. It is the arranger who provides life and color and
contrasts and lively dissonances and blasts of indigo harmony and
contrapuntal runs. The encouraging thing about jazz is that in its
orchestrations it is imitating countless thousands into sound
principles of harmony and counterpoint and thus definitely raising
the average level of musical intelligence."
H. Osgood in an article Entitled "The Anatomy of Jazz" in the April issue of the
American Mercury We are given an idea of how some of the early 'big' band
arrangements were created until the time of Frede Grofe who is credited with the first jazz
orchestration:
"There was no special scoring of jazz orchestras then. The combinations were so
many and varied that there was no demand for such orchestrations. Each orchestra made
its own arrangements, nor were these, as a rule, reduced to manuscript. The system was to
obtain a piano, violin, or song copy of the piece to be performed and to learn it at
rehearsal (This was one reason we find women playing the piano in early jazz as they
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were about the only ones that could read music in the early jazz band). The pianist played
it through till the others caught the tune and a general idea of the harmony; though the
latter was not important except for the pianist those instruments that did not play the
melody devoted themselves to free fantasias, either contrapuntal devices or obligati. All
this was arranged impromptu according to suggestions from the leader or to the players'
own ideas. The piece was rehearsed over and over again, the embellishments hit upon
were tried out, remodeled and polished, and when it was finally set it was not set at all,
for, as Carl Engel said in an article some time ago, "A good jazz band never plays the
same piece twice in the same manner. Each player must be an originator as well as an
interpreter, a wheel that turns hither and thither on its own axis without disturbing the
clockwork."
Mr. Engel also pointed out that this huddle system (to borrow a term from
football) far from being new, goes back to the very beginnings of the orchestra. "Strange
to relate" he said, "orchestral improvisation is not an invention of our age. To improvise
counterpoint was a talent that the musicians in the orchestras of Peri and Monteverdi,
three hundred years ago, were expected to possess, and did possess, to such a high degree
that the skeleton scores of those operas which have come down to us give but an
imperfect idea of how this music sounded when performed." Our ideas of the operas of
Peri and Monteverdi may indeed be imperfect, but our descendants three centuries hence
will have no idea at all of what early jazz sounded like. They will have no skeleton
scores, for the simple reason that there are no scores, skeleton or otherwise. Perhaps that
is lucky, after all, for if they could hear that awful stuff, they would form an even lower
opinion of our civilization that they will inevitably gather from such other records as
come down to them.
Though the ear-wracking hot jazz continued to dominate the field for several
years, its possession was not undisputed. Into the brain of that same Art Hickman there
popped the revolutionary idea that his new orchestra would be just as effective and much
more musical when playing softly as when blaring its way ruthlessly through an evening.
For certain tunes whose moods suggested gentler treatment he began at rehearsal to work
out quiet arrangements, effects that wooed the ears instead of blasting them - and "sweet"
jazz was born. It was not, however, until several years later, when the Hickman
combination (frequently with an increased number of players and the addition of a tuba or
contrabass to fortify the bass), having proved effective and practical, became established
as the standard, that the system of improvised arrangements gave place to actual scoring.
In 1920, Frede Grofe, New Yorker by birth and Californian by habit, was the
pianist of Paul Whiteman's orchestra at the Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles. Grofe, who
had a sound musical training, was a professional orchestra pianist with ambitions toward
something better. The previous year, 1919, when he was one of the pianists with John
Tait's orchestra in San Francisco, he had started to make arrangements for the pure love
of it. When he went to Whiteman, where he found the Hickman orchestration, he kept on
experimenting.
Instead of keeping everybody busy all the time, as was the custom in huddle
system orchestrations, he studied the possibilities of the various instruments for solo use
and worked out combinations of them to produce novel colors. He made scores, the first
jazz scores; from which fixed parts were copied out and played he invented rhythmic
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surprises. He evolved the harmony chorus, something entirely new. In this he gave the
melody to the solo saxophone, supporting it with sustained chords on the brass, played
piano, the rhythm being indicated lightly by the piano, the banjo, or merely by light drum
taps. If the melody was to be brought out more strongly it was allotted to the solo cornet,
supported softly by the saxophones and trombone. Everybody played from parts, the only
variations being the occasional impromptu embellishments of individual players, still the
grace of jazz. If you heard "Whispering," the popular tune of that year, at the Hotel
Alexandria on a Monday evening and enjoyed the novel beauty of the arrangement, you
could go back on Tuesday evening and be sure of hearing the same thing."
The use of improvisation made jazz a free art form something that sculpturing,
painting and other concrete arts could never duplicate. Each performance was a new,
fresh happening and the advancement and development of jazz in the 20's brought in
many news ideas. This is stated by L. Henry in his Nov., 1926 article in Musical Opinion.
He states that: "Jazz instrumentation, largely by the free tendency towards improvisation
which has also created the naive force of jazz melodic and rhythmic polyphony, has
endowed popular and possibly other music with fresh hues."
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THE FIRST JAZZ RECORD
"LIVERY STABLE BLUES
BY THE
ORIGINAL DIXIELAND JAZZ BAND
HISTORY AND ANALYSIS
The Original Dixieland Jazz Band (ODJB) recorded their historic session on Feb.
26, 1917, using the 'Livery Stable Blues' on one side of the disc and the reverse side
contained 'Dixieland Jazz Band One Step.' The sheet music was first printed on March
19th, 1917 and later published in 1927 by Roger Graham Music Publishers at 143 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. The music gives credit for composition to Ray Lopez and
Alcide Nunez with Marvin Lee as lyricist. A second recording was made in London on
April 16, 1919.
There are many unanswered questions about the technique of performance on
these early jazz records: Did the musicians as they collectively improvised think of a
chord progression? Did they think of scales? Were they conscious of the flatted 3rd and
7th when they played the blues? Did they have an arrangement worked out before they
recorded?
Polyphonic collective improvising in ensemble playing was the main melodic
characteristic of early jazz. There were no length solos as we find in later jazz records. As
to the correct contrapuntal techniques - Was their collective improvising correct
polyphony? Did they know and obey the rules of Bachian 18th century counterpoint?
Another question we should ask is: How creative were these early jazz masters?
By analyzing the individual and collective performances from this recording we
will form a hypothesis on their style, their creativity and other pertinent details that may
come to light upon examination of their performance.
In our examination we will keep in mind two techniques that make good
contrapuntal writing: the use of contrary motion and the use of diversified rhythm
between parts. These two techniques insure individuality and combine each contrapuntal
line so as to have its best individual identity and strengthen the contrapuntal texture
instead of appearing homophonic in sound.
The ODJB, according to Nick LaRocca, the leader, rehearsed for a period of 7 to
10 days prior to recording. This means that each part was firmly established at the time of
recording. There still could be some spontaneous playing during the recording but the
structure of the material was geared to the recording time of a disc. The musicians in the
ODJB included: Nick LaRocca, leader and cornetist, Eddie Edwards-trombone, Larry
Shields, clarinet, Henry Ragas, piano and Tony Sbarbaro playing drums.
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WIND PARTS OF LIVERY STABLE BLUES
Ex. 81 Livery Stable Blues, Wind Parts (Cornet, Clarinet & Trombone)
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Analysis
In order to understand the early performances in jazz collective polyphony we
must ask and answer the questions written earlier on page 86. First did the early jazz
musician think of a chord progression or scales? The early jazz men had little or no
education in traditional counterpoint and probably were not exposed to its rules. There
were many classical and operatic performances in New Orleans but probably had little
effect on the musical understanding of the early jazz musician. The primary function of
these early jazz musicians was to provide music for the many dances and other social
activities of the era. The early jazz band was a dance band. This necessity to play for
dances was one of the driving forces in the development of early jazz. One theory is that
jazz began when these untrained musicians attempted to play the popular dance music of
the day and had to 'fake' some of the measures that could not be heard in the traditional
way of imitating the reading bands that were playing the most recently published popular
dance music of the era. A majority of the early dance bands had women pianists who
were skilled at reading music and would play the correct chord progression that in turn
were listened to by the wind players and by trial and error were able to produce their part
as best their ability would allow. These wind players did not know the name of many
chords but had excellent ears and could play the notes of the scale as presented in the
chords by the pianist or guitarist. The early jazz musician (with the exception of the brass
band players of the Creole community who were well trained musicians) did not have
advanced harmonic training, did not know the names of the various scales although they
could probably play some major and minor scales and surely knew the traditional blues
progress were limited when presented with modulations or complex chord structure. An
example was presented in an early jam session. When playing the tune 'Cherokee' the
ensemble did not go to the bridge which modulates into a sharp key, they went directly to
the top and played only the beginning and repeated the first part without the bridge and
the remaining 8 bars to the written fine. Another example was given orally to me by
Willie Humphrey. Upon an oral interview the subject of pianist was mentioned as to the
ability of various pianists. He remarked that this particular pianist didn't play the right
chords. The pianist must play the correct chords or we cannot hear what we have to play
our part. The early jazz musician could hear a chord progression, not knowing the names
of the chords, but play a part upon hearing the chords.
The Livery Stable Blues is a true 12 bar blues progression and the pianist, Henry
Ragas, plays the traditional blues progression throughout the recording. The wind player
surely had played the blues upon a number of occasions, the creative ability of the players
then was challenged to create a part that was fresh and exciting for the recording. The
band did not need rehearsal to know what to play but to create the best blues they had
played in their past experience. This was to be a permanent record of their ability as
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musicians and as a result LaRocca spent more time than usual perfecting the ensemble
work. I am sure the wind players used their best 'licks' for this session and they knew
exactly what they would play and how many times they would repeat the blues
progression. Just how creative were the parts playing the same blues progression over 12
times? The cornet: the cornet traditionally played the melody and mostly embellished
around it. LaRocca mostly repeated his first chorus material but did play new material in
some of the turn-arounds or cadences. The performance did not have any lenghly solos only the breaks in which each instrument imitated a barnyard animal. The record
contains, in its entirety, collective polyphony. The contour of the cornet's performance
was rather limited - from low D to Eb (the fourth space Eb) just about an octave in its
contour. The cornet part could be called the Cantus Firmus of the composition, the part
that was stable and the part in which the other wind instruments (clarinet and trombone)
improvised around. So the cornet part would not be expected to be very creative as the
counterpoint around it by the clarinet and trombone.
The clarinet: Larry Shields was a very capable and creative musician. This
creativity can be heard on this recording. The first presentation of the melody I am sure
was worked out at rehearsal and is repeated once. The third chorus Shields creates new
counterpoint to the basic melody played by LaRocca. The remaining choruses Shields a
few times goes back to the music he played in the first chorus but then presents new,
fresh material for the remainder of the blues progression. The last chorus is new material
exception for the last two bars when Shields repeats what he played in the two bars prior
to the cadence. Altogether a good example of the counterpoint played by an early
jazzman. It is creative, exciting, and mostly follows the two principles of good
counterpoint (contrary motion & rhythmic variation), but surely if it was written out by a
trained contrapuntist would have a number of changes as to the rhythmic variety and the
direction of his melody would be written using more contrary motion. This contrary
motion of the counterpoint if not adhered to will result in homophonic chorale style
sounds. I am sure Shields was very much aware of what LaRocca was playing and fit his
part to LaRocca's part. We hear unison between cornet and clarinet at the cadences. In
more modern performances we probably would hear the last chorus a repeat of the first
chorus but the last chorus is freely improvised by Shields until the approach of the
cadence when at which time he repeated the previously played part. Altogether it is a very
creative presentation by Shields and is a good example of collective improvising by an
early jazzman. Shield's contour is large compared to LaRocca's. He uses the middle range
of the clarinet, never going below a first space F#. His highest note is an F above the staff
and his contour is mostly in this higher range of the clarinet. Melodically Shields plays in
unison a number of times with the cornet but this is always on the first few bars of a new
chorus or at the approaching cadence. He uses the flatted third occasionally, and uses an
arpeggiated melody a number of times using just the notes of the chord. His
improvisations are more chordal than scale like, Shields using passing tones. He uses few
none-chordal tones upper and lower neighbor notes. As to the dissonance created by
Shield's counterpoint to LaRocca's part: A number of times there is a half tone dissonance
created but usually one or the other parts resolves to a chord tone making one think that
the player's ear was adjusting to the dissonance that was momentarily created. With
Shield's counterpoint mostly chordal, there is not a lot of discrepancies but, it is not what
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would have been written if a trained contrapuntalist would have composed it. There is
some parallel motion and unison rhythm, not as one would have written it in Bachian
counterpoint and a number of times dissonance is created on the places where good
counterpoint would not have presented it. It may be more like the modern dissonant
counterpoint would be written but the majority of counterpoint played does not create a
feeling of great dissonance in its presentation.
The trombone: The trombone, in a group that does not include a string bass was
expected to take the place of the missing instrument that usually plays the foundation
harmony. The piano does, in its part, play the tonic and dominant many times which gives
the fundamental chord tones leaving the trombone freer to create another improvised part
in relation to the cornets. A question needs to be asked. Do the clarinet and trombone
consider only the cornet part when they create an improvised part? We know that they
have certain roles to play as they create a part around the melody part of the cornet. If it is
spontaneous they need to listen to the other instrument improvising. This ability to play
counterpoint together with a given chord progression and melody is enhanced by the
experience the two have in playing together in the past and knowing each others ability
and creative bent. The trombonist has to think of his part in cooperation with the melody,
the chord progression and the notes played by the clarinet and at the same time take parts
that a string bass might play. A big job for any musician. Edward's is probably the most
creative performance. He seldom repeats a chorus - the last chorus is a repeat of the
previous one, the only time he repeats except for the bars prior to a cadence where he
presents a strong quarter note harmonic approach to each cadence. He also uses a
repeated pattern on the first 3-4 bars of each new chorus, ) as does the other two parts),
acting like an ostinato but then plays new counterpoint until bars 8 and 9 where he often
repeats the same figure played previously in the same place. He seldom if ever uses the
blues scale (flatted third); his part does create some dissonance that probably would not
have been played by a string bass. His material does not use contrary motion as often as
probably would be desired by a composer if he were writing a part out. His counterpoint
is both scale and arpeggiated in character with the ostinato appearing as stated above and
the quarter note tonic/dominant character of his approach to the cadences. Non-harmonic
tones do not appear in his part as it is the lower part of the three and dissonance in the
form of non-harmonic tones is not desired. Many times his part is in rhythmic unison with
the cornet and he presents a full measure containing 8 8th notes many times in his
presentation, almost like the 'walking' bass style of playing.
This recording is an excellent example of collective polyphony and from this
recording we can establish the style of their playing and the way that counterpoint is used
in early jazz. We know that the band worked out most of their presentation at rehearsals.
The counterpoint melodically is often in an arpeggiated style (the clarinet and trombone)
especially in the clarinet and more scale like from the trombone. There are a number of
bars that are repeated by the three performers - these being at the beginning of choruses
and at the approach to the cadences. Because of this arpeggiated structure there is not as
much dissonance as one would think, although an arpeggiated part is not as creative or
melodically exciting as a freer created part. There is little use of the flatted 3rd and one
does not get the feeling that the parallel motion used creates a feeling of homophonic
music. We can find the use of syncopation in all the parts. The tempo is steady and drives
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the melodic parts onward, these parts having no time to dwell on concentrated parallel
motion. When using non-harmonic tones these tones are usually resolved correctly and do
not give, because again of the driving rhythm, a feeling of dissonance, although the
overall feeling is not what one gets from a well-constructed contrapuntal composition.
One can understand how many of the modern Avante Garde composers would like the
sounds of the early jazz collective improvisation. The early jazzman played, in essence,
what the modern composers were looking for, freer melodic combinations with atonal
possibilities. It could be the forerunner of aleatoric possibilities of composers like John
Cage. Like modern music, the record uses some special effects when they imitate farm
animals, much like the use of special effects in some modern music when it uses the
specialties of the instruments.
The pianist, Henry Ragas, plays the standard 12 bar blues progression throughout.
The progression he uses is:
Eb/Eb/Eb/ Eb7/Ab/Abdim./Eb/C7/F7/Bb7/Eb/Eb
On most of the cadences he plays a traditional chromatic run: Mostly the piano
plays the traditional piano 'bass-chord' pattern He does use a few passing chords within
the blues progression.
Ex. 85 - Piano Chromatic Part

The drummer, Tony Sbarbaro, uses the trap set of the era: snare drum bass drum
cymbal, no high hat. He plays the traditional 2 beat style of rhythm with the occasional
syncopation (ex. - bars 32, 92); the use of rim shots (bars 9, 79-87); the use of a cowbell
(bar 29) and the gong (bar 101).
End

